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Contemporary Turkey is an example for the re-definition of history for political reasons during 

the so-called process of "coming to grips with the past". The historical "apology" of Turkish 

PM Erdogan of the ruling mildly Sunni Islamist Justice and Development Party (JDP or AKP) 

for the Tunceli Incidents (former region of Dersim) in the late 1930s started a heated and 

ideologically-motivated debate between different rival political, religious, sectarian and ethnic 

factions in the media. This article analyses the debate on the Dersim Incidents between rival 

political media actors and reveals their respective self-concepts, worldviews and political 

interests and interpretations of the past and present in Turkey. 
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Introduction 

The historical "apology" of Turkish PM Recep Tayyip Erdogan of the single-ruling mildly-

Islamist Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkinma Partisi, JDP or AKP) for the 

Tunceli Incidents (former region Dersim) in the late 1930s started a heated and ideologically 

motivated critical debate between different rival political, religious, sectarian and ethnic fractions 

over the Kemalist era and the founder of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.  

As a consequence, even this "apology" has become a topic for discussions on Erdogan's 

motives, well-planned and non-intended consequences. In 1937 and 1938, a few military 

operations, led by the Kemalist Republican People's Party (RPP, Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP) 

to put down a separatist rebellion of Zaza- and Kurdish-speaking tribes against the Turkish 

central state in the troubled area of Dersim (today known as Tunceli). Thousands of people were 

killed and relocated. Since then, (civil) victims have officially been negated or implicitly 

accepted as "collateral damage" in the course of the suppression of the feudal, local and perhaps 

ethnic-nationalist uprising.  

The peculiarity of the province Tunceli is the fact that its inhabitants belong, contrary to 

their Sunni conservative co-ethnics, mostly to the liberal and minor Muslim Alevi sect. They are 

oppressed by the conservative Sunni majority. Therefore, when it comes to the political 

affiliations of Alevi voters, sectarian tensions and ethnic cleavages intersect, while the former 

can dominate the latter or vice versa. As a result, Tunceli, like other Alevi-inhabited regions is 

(still) a stronghold for the oppositional secularist Republican People's Party, even if CHP's 

legacy is widely everything else than pro-Kurdish. But nevertheless Tunceli and Alevis have 

become a bone of contention between pro-government Sunni conservatives, oppositional (post-

Kemalist) social democrats, Kemalists and pro-Kurdish nationalists. 

This article analyses the debate on the Dersim Incidents between rival actors and reveals 

their respective self-concepts, worldviews and interests and interpretations of the past in Turkey, 
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after the political course of historical developments in the AKP era is shown. To what extent 

does Erdogan's "apology" fulfill the criteria of an apology? How do Kemalists, Kurdish and 

Turkish nationalists, Alevis and AKP-supporters estimate the Tunceli Incidents and Erdogan's 

action? To answer these questions, media analysis is important.  

Methodology 

Mass Media exerts influence on the public's mind. Two of the effects of this influence are 

agenda-setting and priming. At first, media tells the public rather what to think about than it tells 

the public what to think. Prominent media attention affects the weight the public gives to certain 

issues (McCombs/Shaw 1972): "Agenda setting describes the process by which the news media 

shows the public what is important by giving more salience to certain events and issues more 

than others." (Dunaway/Abradano/Branton 2007: 6). Another function of the media is Priming 

can be defined as "calling attention to some matters while ignoring others". By Priming, "news 

influences the standards by which governments; presidents, policies, and candidates for public 

office are judged." (Iyengar/Kinder 1987: 63) In conflicts between two clashing parties, 

publications with bad news about one side automatically legitimate the other side and vice versa. 

So, biased news about one side can influence the perception and judgement of the other side 

(Kepplinger 1989: 204). 

I surveyed all issues of some daily newspapers: the Kemalist Aydinlik, Pro-Kurdish PKK 

newspaper Ozgur Gundem, the Turkish-nationalist Yenicag, the pro-government newspapers Star 

and Yeni Safak between November 10 and December 15, 2012, looking for "critical discourse 

moments" (Chilton 1987) as these can provide examples of rivalry between the Turkish 

government and opposition. Yeni Safak cannot be considered in greater detail for lack of space. 

The topics over Tunceli were objects of research interest as they were moments when columnists 

and journalists discussed their opinions on subjects of heated debate on the Dersim Incidents.  

The data collection method, which I use, is called "theoretical sampling" (Strauss/Corbin 

1996: 161). The point when no new information, concepts and categories emerge marks the end 

of data collection, because "theoretical saturation" is reached then (Strauss/Corbin 1996: 159). 

Political Course of Historical Developments in the AKP Era 

In contemporary Turkey, the AKP government is often described as a reformist actor during the 

process of EU accession when it comes to the changes in Turkey's domestic structure, policy, 

society, identity and self-concept. The Kemalist state ideology and practise have been "regarded 

as not very democratic and in need of reform" (Karakas 2011: II). AKP president and Turkish 

PM Erdogan has had to overcome the Kemalist obstacles in state, bureaucracy and society to 

further the emancipation and plurality of identities. 

After several landslide victories in general elections and plebiscite ballots, the ruling single-

party government AKP has enlarged its influence in the judiciary and bureaucracy to put forward 

the process of De-Kemalisation within the frame of Erdogan's search for a new constitution in 

Turkey
1
. With its increasing power, the AKP has already broken with the national and secular 

concept of Kemalist homogeneity in areas like the Kurdish problem and for example the 

                                                 
1 Ihsan Dagi, an academic follower of the influential mildly-Islamist Fethullah Gulen movement, legitimates the 

AKP reforms towards a post-Kemalist Turkey with democratic arguments (Dagi 2012: 29-36). 
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headscarf issue of Sunni Muslims. Veiled female conservative students can now attend the 

university, Kurdish TV and language schools are introduced as well. Even informal talks 

between the PKK and the government have taken place (Cumhuriyet, September 14, 2011, p. 1).  

More and more Kemalist Turkish national rituals and celebrations are abolished on the 

pretext of various reasons, whereas the Sunni "Five Pillars of Islam" like the pilgrimage to 

Mecca are promoted by AKP authorities for young school children (Hurriyet, January 11, 2012). 

Erdogan anyhow confessed, that his aim is to raise a "religious youth" in Turkey, that means that 

a Sunni-Muslim conservative youth is to be educated (Birand, February 3, 2012). The intended 

de facto reduction of the compulsory school age may lead to the situation that primarily young 

girls in rural areas will be exempted from attending school by their Sunni Islamist parents 

(Tartanoglu, February 22, 2012, p. 1).  

Furthermore, unilateral concessions towards Armenia, the PKK, secessionist Iraqi Kurds, 

minorities in Turkey and Greek Cypriots during the so-called "Opening Initiatives" have also 

been made by the Erdogan government.  

All of these critical steps have been impossible and of course forbidden before and have 

therefore faced harsh criticism of Kemalists and Turkish nationalists. 

The "Power Struggle of Turkey's Elites" (Thumann 2009) has led to the increase of the 

authoritarianism of the AKP government against them in the public sphere. Waves of mass 

detention of obstructionist hardliners in the military, jurisprudence, bureaucracy, polity, media 

and economy during the so-called "Ergenekon investigations" have been the result in transitional 

Turkey since 2007. Kemalists and Turkish nationalists are accused and stigmatised of being 

members of a imagined organization called "Ergenekon" which lays the ground for a military 

coup (Jenkins 2009). After the resign of the Army High Command in August 2011, the arrest and 

accusation of former chief of the general staff Ilker Basbug for being the founder and leader of a 

terrorist organisation, the Kemalists and Turkish Nationalists seem to have lost this struggle 

(Jung 2011: 1; Cumhuriyet, February 3, 2012, p. 8). 

Other waves of mass arrests against Kurdish nationalists of the PKK organisation ("KCK 

investigations") and socialists ("Devrmci Karargah investigations") have occurred 

contemporaneous and also safeguard the AKP rule (NTVMSNBC Online, January 13, 2012; 

CNNTurk Online, December 6, 2011). The reduction of the political influence of the opposing 

Kemalists, Turkish nationalists, socialists and pro-Kurdish activists who also are at odds with 

each other, serves the power interest of PM Erdogan's single-party government.  

As the rival political actors use historical arguments for their own legitimation, Ottoman and 

Turkish history is also misused. The reinterpretation of history for political reasons is seen as a 

means, when it comes to mobilize perception frames of different ethnic, sectarian and religious 

groups, who were traumatized in the Ottoman Empire or in the (Kemalist) Republic of Turkey. 

So, "memory conflicts over conflict memories" which serve political interests (Neumann 2003) 

are also common in Turkey, whereby memory and counter memory of rival groups try to balance 

each other. By using historical arguments, political actors like the government, the opposition 

parties and media hope to obtain legitimacy and support from different collective groups. 

The so-called process of coming to terms with the past for critical rethinking of the Kemalist 

state ideology in order to legitimate the structural reforms of the AKP fits in this frame, too.  

The Process of Coming to Terms with The Past 

The starting point of "the process of coming to terms with the past" is avoiding history repeating 

itself: "What has happened in the past should not be allowed to recur by any means and therefore 
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should not be forgotten." (Duffner 2007: 6) Germany is an example, how the prevention of 

repetition of history can be managed
2
. The psychological effective shadow of the past on the 

present has been stored by the collective memories of the Germans. The "specific German past" 

has been so much adopted, imposed and internalized among the Germans, that extreme right-

wingers denying the Holocaust reality are labelled as "Holocaust Deniers" and face not only 

criminal prosecution but also are excluded by the society. German PM Willy Brandt's kneeling 

before the Holocaust Memorial for the memory of the Jewish victims in Warsaw is regarded as a 

credible decision of conscience, because he did not participate in the Shoah and nevertheless 

shouldered the moral burden of the wrongdoings of the Nazis without any strategic motives. This 

moral gesture has been in this context an example within the frame of a "culture of apology" 

(Giesen 2004; Schneider 2006).  

Far-ranging and effective projects to "come to terms with the past" include political, 

symbolic/moral, legal, scientific and pedagogical means like the opening of archives, critical 

discussions, establishment of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions, acknowledging the 

existence of human rights violations or crimes against humanity, trials against and punishment of 

perpetrators, material reparations and symbolic compensations for the victims and other 

arrangements in order to prevent history from repeating. Other examples of this process and 

official apologies like Japan, Poland, Chile, Argentina etc. are mentioned (Sancar 2008). 

"[D]ealing with the past" and such kind of "apologies" is not common in Turkey
3
, Sancar says.  

Following pro-Western liberal historian and Taraf journalist Ayse Hur, "forgetting" is a 

"constituent element" of the Turkish national identity (2007: 37). According to some other 

critical authors, state-controlled, rationally, culturally or ideologically motivated active "denial 

discourses" or passive acts of "keeping silent" are widespread in Turkey, when it comes to the 

Armenian Question, Kurdish Issue and other politically explosive issues in relation with the 

Turkish past (Hur 2007: 37-40; Sancar 2008: 255-260; Bayraktar/Seibel 2004).  

Baran Dural and Vamik Volkan disagree with that. According to political analyst Baran 

Dural, real "dealing with the past" is hardly possible in the Turkish case, because "mental lazy" 

countries without a tradition of a civil society like Turkey tend to accept the official view points 

of those who are in charge at that certain time and modify their positions after changes of power 

and governments in order to adapt themselves to the new authorities. On the surface, such 

countries seem to discuss political and historical issues, but there is no essential internalisation of 

the attitudes. The only problem is only the answer to the question about the current ruler of the 

country (Tekin, December 11, 2012). So, "denial discourses" are temporary like "apologies". 

Following trauma researcher Vamik Volkan, Turks tend to remain silent anyway, even if 

Turkish victims in the wars in the Balkans and in the Caucasus Mountains are the case. Turks 

seem to be incapable of mourning even their own losses (Volkan 2007: 207-209). One reason 

could be the Turkish "shame" of the decay of the Ottoman Empire, which Turks like to associate 

                                                 
2 The systematic, planned and rationally organized Holocaust in Europe during the Nazi Regime has led to the 

embarrassment within the German society and to their critical thinking of their own history and nation. By active 

German Aufarbeitung der Geschichte and Vergangenheitsbewaltigung, the Holocaust has been kept alive in the 

current agenda of Germany through many scientific studies, series, museums, debates, compensation allegations, 

exhibitions, movies, books, investigations, etc. Indeed, Germany has been defeated during World War II, occupied 

for a long time, disintegrated and has limited political action capability because of its "special historical past" 

(besondere Vergangenheit). 

3 Following Sancar, some results of the Turkish lack of "dealing with the past" are the development of a chauvinist 

lynch culture tradition, the normalization of lawlessness and increase in violence in Turkey (Sancar 2008: 256). 
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with the loss of prestige. Another reason for this phenomenon of "keeping silent" or "forgetting 

the past" can be the fact, that the Turkish nation has won the last war (of independence) after 

many traumatic lost wars and founded its own modern republican nation state, so the Turkish 

triumph prevailed at last over the traumatic losses in the Turkish collective memory. Assuming 

that, Turks do not need to remember the Armenian Question, because of the Turkish triumph 

over the Armenian forces in 1920/21 during the Turkish War of Independence, no matter, what 

happened or did not happen before.  

When it comes to the Tunceli Incidents as part of the "Kurdish Uprisings and 

crushing/punishment operations" (Sancar 2008: 255), there has not been a widespread critical 

debate till 2009/2011. It should be explored, whether the dealing with the past holds true in the 

debate of the Tunceli Incidents. 

The Dersim Debate 

On the 73rd anniversary of the death of Ataturk (November 10, 1938), the pro-government daily 

newspaper Zaman of the moderate Sunni Islamist Fethullah Gulen movement published the 

statement of Huseyin Aygun, CHP deputy of Tunceli, over the Dersim Incidents. His comment, 

that the state and the CHP were respomsible for the "Dersim Massacre" and Ataturk was aware 

of it, has fanned intra-party tensions between Kemalist hardliners and left-wing liberalists who 

are critical of the single-party rule in the 1930's (Guler, November 10, 2011). Twelve Kemalist-

minded CHP deputies issued a joined declaration which urged the left-liberal and reformist CHP 

leadership to take actions against Huseyin Aygun (Hurriyet Daily News Online, November 16, 

2011). 

PM Erdogan has heated up the debate within the CHP through his "apology" on a AKP party 

meeting addressing his rival CHP leader Kilicdaroglu, who stems from Tunceli: "Is it me who 

should apologise or you … ? If there is an apology on behalf of the state and if there is such an 

opportunity, I can do it and I am apologising. But if there is someone who should apologisze on 

behalf of the CHP, it is you, as you are from Dersim. You were saying you felt honoured to be 

from Dersim. Now, save your honour". (Dogan, November 23, 2011)  

Erdogan has laid the blame on the CHP and meant that the CHP single-party was in 

government at that time and called on Kilicdaroglu to apologise on behalf of the Kemalist state 

for the "killings".  

Nevertheless, the AKP has refused to set up a "Research Commission for the Dersim 

Incidents" (Cumhuriyet, December 1, 2011, p. 4). A proposal of an AKP member of parliament 

to delete the name of the famous bomber pilot Sabiha Gokcen, Ataturk's adoptive daughter, who 

bombed the rebels and whose name was given to one of the airports in Istanbul, was stopped by 

Erdogan himself (Bedrosyan, December 1, 2011).  

In conformity with mainstream approaches about real coming to terms with the past, one 

should be aware that Erdogan's actions like blaming the other side, demanding apologies from 

the political rival and the refusal of truth and reconciliation commissions at the same time, 

support the argument, that his "apology" was insincere. 

There are no moral, but some political reasons for PM Erdogan's "apology": the increasing 

external pressure on Turkey, the legitimization of the constitutional reform of the AKP and the 

desired alienation between Kemalists and parts of the Alevi Kurdish society.  

The first reason for Erdogan's "apology" is the increasing external pressure from the EU on 

Turkey, which should be forced to face the past. The lobbying activities of Dersimi associations 

in Western Europe and the annual international conferences on the EU level on the "massacres in 
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Dersim" have increased the pressure on Turkey to deal with this subject. These annual 

conferences of the European Parliament are organized on the anniversary of the execution of the 

rebel leader and chieftain Seyid Riza. These events have effects on liberal parts of the Turkish 

society that regard the AKP as a reformist power. Liberal and critical intellectuals such as the 

influential columnist Hasan Cemal have written articles to accept the "massacres". Hasan Cemal 

for example wrote already a column in the mainstream daily newspaper Milliyet with the title 

"Poisoning like Rats in Caves" ("Magaralarda fare gibi zehirlemek") in 2010 (Cemal, November 

26, 2010): "[The violent incident in; BG] Dersim [in; BG] 1937/38 is one of the most shameful 

events of the Republic. What happened in Dersim was not a rebellion, but an act of killing and 

forced relocation against the Alevi Kurds of Dersim ... Furthermore, [it was; BG] a killing, each 

steps of which were carefully considered and implemented by the state..." (Cemal, November 26, 

2010). According to Hasan Cemal, who asks for an apology from the state, coming to terms with 

the past can help the Turks to reach moral maturity, peace and democracy. He then requests an 

apology from the state (Cemal, November 26, 2010).  

The second reason is the desired alienation between the AKP and Kurdish Alevi Dersimi 

and the Kemalists within the CHP, which is further elaborated in the chapter "The Tunceli 

Debate Among The Alevis".  

Erdogan wants to use the Dersim issue for electoral purposes, because Tunceli is one of the 

few provinces in which the AKP has not won a single seat in parliament (Gul, November 25, 

2011, p. 4). Even the pro-Kurdish BDP has not been able to gain a single seat in contrast to other 

provinces in Southeastern Turkey with a majority with Kurdish voters. In addition, the Alevi 

Kurdish and Alevi Zaza-speaking province of Tunceli voted against the constitutional reform in 

2010, whereas Sunni-Kurdish provinces either boycotted the Turkey-wide referendum because 

of ethnic purposes or voted in favor Erdogan's constitutional reform. In the last parliamentary 

election, the CHP has won all the seats of Tunceli in June 2011.  

The debate between Alevis, Alevi Kurds and the Kemalists on the Tunceli Incidents can 

reduce the popularity of the CHP in the eyes of the Dersimi. Therefore the AKP holds the 

Dersim Incidents for electorally useful.  

The third reason for the "apology" is the legitimization of the Anti-Kemalist constitutional 

reform, giving Erdogan more power and therefore is opposed by the majority of Alevis, Turkish 

nationalists and Kemalists. Erdogan wants to integrate the Alevis, Kurdish Alevis or at least the 

Dersimi in the group of the "Kemalism victims" to delegitimize Ataturk's secularist and 

nationalist order and to legitimize the upcoming semi-presidential, non-secularist and federalist 

constitutional reform as a democratic one. This list of "Kemalism victims" consists up to now of 

Sunni Islamists ("Muslims") and separatists ("Kurds"). If the Alevis are also redefined as 

members of this group, then Ataturk's legacy can be destroyed and the constitutional reform can 

be done more easily
4
.  

Keeping the discussion on the constitutional reform of the AKP in mind, the message seems 

to be clear. He also warns the readers against the evaluation of the "apology" as a politically-

                                                 
4 Pro-government analyst and Yalcin Akdogan has already made some statements about this purpose in an article in 

the Star Acik Gorus weekly supplement of the AKP-related daily newspaper Star: "Kurds, Alevis, religious 

conservatives (Islamists) became 'the others' and enemies of the system during the Republican era." (Akdogan 2011: 

1 ) According to him, "[b]oth Alevis and Kurds and Islamists have a problematic relationship with the State." 

(Akdogan 2011: 4) Therefore they should back the reformist government. Following AKP deputy Akdogan, PM 

Erdogan's critical examination of Turkey's history and apology is a "historical turning-point" on the way to the 

democratization of both state and society. 
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motivated strategic action and wants them to understand it as an "ethical behaviour". In contrast 

to the praise to Erdogan, Akdogan also criticizes the CHP leader Kilicdaroglu for being not 

mature and brave enough to face the past and defines the close ties between Dersim Alevis and 

the CHP within a "psychiatric" frame. He criticizes Alevis for having positive feelings for the 

CHP, although they have been othered by the Kemalist state, Akdogan says (Akdogan 2011: 4). 

Bearing the constitutional reform in mind, he asks the Alevis to reconsider their links to the 

CHP:"Without criticizing this kind of relationship it is not possible to establish a health order" 

(Akdogan 2011: 4). 

Nevertheless, Erdogan's "apology" has started a critical debate on the events of Tunceli 

among the Alevis, Sunni conservatives, Turkish and Kurdish nationalists. But what happened in 

Dersim? 

The Dersim Incidents (1936-1939) 

There are both official governmental sources and interviews with eyewitnesses to define the 

Tunceli Incidents. Official governmental documents on the incidents from the perspective of the 

state have been just recently fully published by Serap Yesiltuna (2012) by the Kemalist 

publishing house Ileri after her research in the Republican Archives of the Chancellery of the 

Prime Minister.  

It is not clear, if this archive material seems to be similar to the archive of the General Staff, 

which remains closed (BirGun, February 13, 2012). The secret archive of the general staff served 

as a template for the first documentation and publication of some parts of the incidents by 

official army sources by Colonel Resat Halli in a book in 1972, describing the army's view of 

Kurdish uprisings (Halli 1972).  

Halli's book was republished in two parts in 1992 by the Kemalist publishing house Kaynak 

Yayinevi with the title "Kurdish Uprisings in the Documents of the General Staff" 

("Genelkurmay Belgelerinde Kurt Isyanlari") partly because of the escalation of the Kurdish 

PKK terrorist attacks in the 1990's. The publishing house with links to the leftist-nationalist and 

Kemalist Workers Party (Isci Partisi, IP), which is part of research in this study, published it 

without author naming ([Halli] 1992a, 1992b).  

If one takes a closer look at these sources, it can be said, that the Tunceli Incidents are 

regarded as crushing revolts like other manoeuvres to end Kurdish uprisings.  

All these acts of warfare are defined as "Punishing Expedition" ("Tedip Harekati") ([Halli] 

1992b: 153-320), whereby the reports show blankly, how many "bandits were annihilated" 

("haydutlar imha edilmistir") and how many villages were burned down by the army during the 

operations. There are reports on the circumvention of caves where (supposed) "bandits" are 

located. These caves were attacked by cannons and fire bombs (Yesiltuna 2012: 634-641; [Halli] 

1992b: 247-248). These documents suggest that the military conflicts in the rural areas of 

Tunceli were very brutal and the soldiers did not show any mercy.  

In the year 1938 alone, 13160 Dersimi were killed (Yesiltuna 2012: 924), 2087 people 

caught alive, 821 people surrendered and 11818 were relocated to the Western parts of Turkey 

(Kurkcugil 2009: 59). According these official documents, overall 13806 Dersimi and 553 

soldiers died between 1936 and 1939 during the military operations (Yesiltuna 2012: 924). If 

these official figures are true, then the "rebels" were either inferior in weaponry or often 

unarmed.  

Nevertheless, there are no official documents about well-intended or spontaneous massacres 

on unarmed civilians. Following these sources, some explicit reports lead to the impression that 
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the operations against the rebels could have caused collateral damage. But collateral damage is 

not explicitly mentioned in the documents.  

According to one telegram from September 15, 1938, "Nine dead children and one injured 

woman were brought out of the 'red cave' [and later; BG] the woman died." (Yesiltuna 2012: 

877). Following another report from September 18, a battalion "encountered 15 bandits and their 

families and killed 13 of them." (Yesiltuna 2012: 879). Soldiers were attacked by "bandits", then 

"four men, two women, eight children were annihilated during the fighting" (Yesiltuna 2012: 

878). According to another report, other women and children were caught alive during the 

operations (Yesiltuna 2012: 748, [Halli] 1992b: 277).  

There are many possibilities to "explain" it: Firstly, women and children were caught dead 

or alive as unarmed by-standers accompanying their husbands and fathers, who fought as armed 

rebels. Secondly, they were involved in the fighting as armed combatants. Thirdly, all people 

described as "bandits" were in fact unarmed civilians and were nevertheless executed, whereby 

the mass executions could be shown as skirmish. But the point is that there are no indications 

that the official reports are untrue. The reports seem to be authentic, especially there is at least 

one document implying extrajudicial executions, after which three people who helped the rebels 

"were annihilated" later (Yesiltuna 2012: 734) by the army.  

The fact, that leaflets and pamphlets in Kurdish, in Zaza language and in Turkish were 

thrown out of planes to warn the civil population of Dersim against accompanying the rebels and 

to surrender in surrounding towns like Pulumur ([Halli] 1992b: 318-319) shows, that the army 

assumed the risk of collateral damage and wanted to minimize it.  

When it comes to the reasons of the conflict, it can be said, that according to these and other 

Turkish army sources, the Kemalist state had some difficulties in establishing its authority in 

Dersim because of its inaccessible rural area (high mountains, narrow valleys, deep gorges). This 

district was under the control of Kurdish and Zaza-speaking tribes. This part of the country had 

not been brought under central state control, so the tribes followed only traditional and feudal 

tribal law, enabling local ethnic, religious and feudal leaders' authority over the population.  

Many of them refused paying taxes to the government and evaded military service, which 

was opposed by the Kemalist central government. Reports from state officials, bureaucrats, 

deputies, army authorities and scientists from that time show the Kemalists' gaze on the wildness 

of the local "natives" and their chieftains: Ulug's "The Landlords and Dersim" ("Derebeyi ve 

Dersim" 2001[1931]), "Tunceli is opened for civilisation" ("Tunceli medeniyete aciliyor", 

2009[1939]) and other reports (Yesiltuna 2012. 41-252, Jandarma Genel Komutanligi'nin Raporu 

2000; Bulut 1991: 119-162)) 

The Kemalist government passed a Law on Resettlement (Iskan Kanunu) in 1934 to settle 

people with Turkish origin in that region, to forcibly relocate Zaza- and Kurdih-speaking tribes 

and depopulate certain regions in Dersim in order to put foward the Turkification of the Dersimi. 

According to the law, the local tribal leaders had to be expropriated in favour of the local farmers 

and villagers of Dersim, who should get parcels of landed estate by the government. The tribes 

and clans were officially forbidden to put forward modern citizenship (Mumcu : 81-84).  

In 1935, the Tunceli Law (Tunceli Kanunu) was passed to rename the district and to apply 

the Resettlement Law through the introduction of a military administration with army governors 

with far reaching political and judicial powers to forcibly civilise the region to fit Kemalist 

standards ([Halli] 1992b: 314-315).  

But the tribal chieftains and feudal landlords resisted to the Kemalist republican central state 

to exert its authority and therefore attacked a military base, damaging a strategically important 

bridge and cutting off the telephone lines. On May 4
th

, 1937, the Council of Ministers decided to 
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start the "Punitive Expedition of Tunceli" ("Tunceli Tedip Harekati") to crush down the revolt 

([Halli] 1992b: 187; 316-317).  

As a result, the operations against the rebels began to repress the revolt, to disarm the tribes, 

to resettle recalcitrant clans, to arrest and to expropriate local rebellious leaders to transform the 

Dersimi to members of the "citizens of the modern national state". In order to fulfil this purpose 

the Kemalist-controlled Turkish Army attacked the rebel tribes and their villages, which were 

bombed by the air force ([Halli] 1992b: 182; 200, 243).  

Military operations over country and from air were also led against armed rebels hiding in 

caves and accompanied by civilians ([Halli] 1992b: 301).  

According to official army sources, 7954 rebels were killed or got alive during the 

operations in September 1938 ([Halli] 1992b: 304), whereby parts of the population were 

forcefully resettled in other areas of Turkey to achieve the goal of Turkification of the Dersimi. 

Reports on medical treatments, hospitalisation and deceases show that some of the resettled 

people got ill and died of communicable diseases (Aygun: 2011: 183-220). 

There is also material won by "oral history". According to Yardimci and Arslan, survivors of 

the military operations reported about targeted attacks and mass executions in interviews in their 

oral history research projects about the Tunceli Incidents (Yardimci and Aslan 2010: 413-439; 

Kurkcugil 2011), arguing, that a well-intended massacre through local soldiers had taken place. 

It should be taken into consideration, that some eyewitnesses of the turbulent time have no more 

been able to relate their fate personally, so they have orally transmitted their personal 

experiences to their descendants. If this material is authentic or not, is methodologically 

controversial, because people telling their story can forget, reinterpret their memories and lie.  

While (army and) governmental sources regard the incidents as an counter-insurgency 

warfare against backward-looking local tribal elites refusing the authority of the central 

government, pro-Dersimi authors like Ali Kaya and Huseyin Aygun define them as a massacre, 

whereby 72000 people should have been "slaughtered and relocated" (Kaya 1999: 291) because 

of their political thoughts, ethnic and sectarian origin. Aygun presents a list of supposed places 

of mass execution with estimated death tolls (Aygun 2011: 142).  

Kurdish nationalist activist Mehmet Nuri Dersimi, who has supported some Kurdish 

uprisings and the revolt, interprets these events within a pan-Kurdish frame as destruction 

warfare against "Kurdish Dersim" (Dersimi 1994: 202) in contrast to Ali Kaya.  

Contrary to Pro-Kurdish and Turkish sources, Dutch Kurdish studies analyst Martin van 

Bruinessen is of the opinion, that the Dersim Incidents were neither genocide nor ending of a 

revolt: "The killing in Dersim was undoubtedly massive, indiscriminate, and excessively brutal, but 

was it genocide? Was the killing done 'with intent to destroy, in whole or in part' the Kurds (or only 

the people of Dersim) 'as such'? Or was it only the suppression of an armed rebellion, with 

considerable overkill? … it was neither. There was never a policy of physically destroying the Kurds 

or part of them as such. There was, however, in the Dersim campaign, a deliberate intent to destroy 

rebels and potential rebels, and this was part of a general policy directed toward the Kurds as such. 

But this policy is more appropriately termed ethnocide, the destruction of Kurdish ethnic identity." 

(van Bruinessen 1994: 148) 

But Western, liberal and pro-Kurdish analyses ignore the social contributes of the Kemalist 

intervention in Dersim. Following Cengiz Ozakinci, members of tribes were given parcels of 
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landed estates even during the military operations, which had belonged to the tribal elites before 

(Ozakinci 2010: 69)
5
.  

The Tunceli Debate among the Alevis 

In contrast to orthodox Sunni Muslims, Alevi Muslims form a syncretistic heterodox community. 

There are differences in Alevi beliefs, traditions and rituals when compared to other Muslim 

groups
6
. There are various rival Alevi organisations in and outside Turkey, opposing each other 

across ethnic, political and regional cleavages. One can differentiate them how they regard 

Turkey, how they define Alevism and whether they classify their belief within Islam or not. 

Following these factors, there is a pluralism of many variations of Alevi associations
7
.  

Contrary to minor pro-government Alevi associations, many Alevis have been used to 

evaluate the Kemalist era (1923-1950) as an epoch of freedom, because the social democrat 

Kemalist Republican People's Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP) is viewed as the major actor 

of the state-enforced nationalism and secularism against the majority of conservative Sunni 

Muslims (and autonomous Kurds). The secularist and nationalist reforms from above occurred in 

the Kemalist single-party period under Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and Ismet Inonu (1923-1950) are 

regarded to end the Sunni-Islamic oppression of the Alevis during the Ottoman Empire (Sener 

2010: 65), because "[t]he '5 pillars [of Islam; BG]' ... were replaced by the '6 principles' of 

Kemalism." (Dressler 1999: 32)  

According to Markus Dressler, "[t]he transformation of the religiously legitimated Ottoman 

Empire into a secular republic in which nobody is no longer primarily defined in public through 

religion, meant for them the formal end of centuries-long discrimination, ... Their religiously 

based insulation was terminated; Ataturk had 'freed' them with is secularization 

policies"(Dressler 1999: 84).   

Martin van Bruinessen notices, that "[t]he secularisation of Turkey made the gradual 

emancipation of the Alevis possible. It is not surprising that during the first great Kurdish 

rebellion of 1925, which had a strong (Sunni) religious colouring, Kurdish Alevi tribes actually 

fought against the rebels. It is true that there also were, in 1920 and 1937-38, rebellions of 

Kurdish Alevis against the kemalist movement and the Republic … but at no time until the 

present did Kurdish Alevis in significant numbers join forces with Sunni Kurds against the 

kemalist regime. By and large, Kurdish as well as Turkish Alevis were supportive of the secular 

                                                 
5 Tunceli-born deputy Huseyin Aygun puts forward that resettled Dersimi were given houses and parcels of land, too 

(Aygun 2011: 142). 
6 Alevi worshippers pray in assembly houses (cemevleri). Their religious ceremony (cem) features music and dance 

(semah). Alevi beliefs include humanism, the equality of men and women, and tolerance toward other ethnic or 

religious groups. Sunni or Shiite practices like prayer in mosques (namaz), fasting during Ramadan and worship to 

Mecca are alien to Alevis. "Instead they have their own religious ceremonies (cem), officiated by 'holy men' (dede) 

belonging to a hereditary priestly caste, at which religious poems (nefes) in Turkish are sung and (in some 

communities at least) men and women carry out ritual dances" (van Bruinessen 1996: 7). 
7 Some of them are Pro-Turkish, others are Kurdish-nationalists or even Pro-European; some of them view Alevism 

as an Islamic sect, others classify it as an independent belief outside of Islam, some regard it as a Turkish 

understanding of Islam or only as a philosophy (Gumus 1997). Nowadays, there are marginal minor pro-government 

Alevi organisations which want to transform Alevism to Shia Islam or are co-opted by the moderate Sunni Islamist 

Gulen movement. 
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and populist ideals of kemalism; many Kurdish Alevis voluntarily assimilated to Turkish culture 

and came to identify themselves as Turks rather than as Kurds." (van Bruinessen 1996: 8).  

But things changed after the introduction of the democratic multi-party system in 1950. The 

gradual Sunni reislamisation of Turkey started with the election of conservative governments by 

the majority of the Sunni Muslim electorate in Anatolia (Sener 2001: 66). With the start of 

liberalization of the Kemalist secularism policies by the conservative Democratic Party 

government, the Alevis have started to vote for the secular CHP till the present. The reason for 

the Alevi affiliation for Anti-Islamist secularism is their century-long sectarian discrimination.  

Due to their different beliefs and rituals they have often become victims of Sunni-born 

nationalists or/and Islamists in the past. In the 60's,70's and 90's many Alevis were killed in 

pogroms, riots and massacres in cities such as Ortaca, Sivas, Gazi, Corum, Maras, and Malatya. 

According to Prof. Ahmet Insel, these events were all hate crimes: "[W]e have seen the pogroms 

against Alevites. Many people died in Cankiri, Malatya and Maras and these were hate crimes. 

These were heavy crimes of the Sunnite population directed at liquidating the Alevite population. 

They expressed the hatred of the Sunnite group and the wish not to see the others here. Was the 

incident in 1993 in Sivas and the Madimak hotel not a hate crime?" (Ataman and Cengiz 2009: 

104)  

Alevis want their children to be exempt from attending the mandatory (Sunni) religion and 

ethics course in Turkish schools. Erdal Dogan, a lawyer, states: "These lessons are still based on 

one religion, on one branch of that religion. There should not be such a required religion class 

because Christians, nonbelievers, and the Alevis who are truly a great portion of the population 

are not represented in these lessons, and yet are forced to attend." (Ataman and Cengiz, 2009: 

64).  

Because of gradual sectarian discrimination in Turkey, there has been an Alevi victim 

discourse, presenting their history of development as a historical road of suffering. The starting 

point is the (anti-Shiite) "massacre of Kerbela" (680) and other negative milestones to the present 

are the massacres in the Ottoman Empire (since 1514) and the pogrom-like acts of violence in 

Maras (1978), Corum (1980), Sivas (1993) and Gazi (1995).  

The Kemalist era (1923-1950) remains to be the only time-span in the Turkish history, 

where Alevis suffered much less because of the state pressure on (Sunni) Islam(ism) (Oz 1997: 

74; Gumus 2001: 141-144).  

Nonetheless, there are controversies about "massacres" and "the role of Ataturk" among the 

Alevis, when it comes to the Tunceli Incidents. Over the years, critical voices have been raised, 

saying that the brutal suppression of the uprising in Dersim was unjust, because the rebels were 

Zaza- or Kurdish-speaking Alevis. But "[a]s Alevis with a libertarian streak of mind, many 

educated Dersimi felt closer to the secular Kemalist reform from above than to their bigotted 

Sunni Kurds – in spite of memoirs of 1937-1938." (van Bruinessen 1997: 14) 

When it comes to Dersim Incidents, there are two groups and discourses, whereby the latter 

consists of two sub-discourses: While critical, mainly Kurdish or Zaza-speaking Alevis from 

Tunceli tend to regard the killings as a well-planned sectarian massacre against (Kurdish) Alevis 

and blame Ataturk for it, the second group of Alevis assumes a violent repression of a feudal 

uprising of uncivilized landlords and local chieftains, accepting implicitly collateral damage 

caused by hardliners replacing Ataturk. A second subgroup consisting of Kemalist (Kurdish) 

Alevis views the incidents as a bloody suppression of a revolt, which later turned in the course of 

time to a sectarian massacre executed by Sunni-born hardliners, while Ataturk was "seriously ill" 

and therefore not responsible for anything. 
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This debate on Tunceli began at first among the Alevi Kurds and Zazas of Dersim and 

spread out to other Kurdish and Turkish Alevis. 

Since the 1990's, the Kurdish Question has shown its effects on the Alevi Issue. As a result, 

the Alevi debate on the Tunceli Incidents has been started on the questions, whether it was a 

massacre or not, to what extent it was related to the "Alevi Question" and which role played the 

founder of the modern Republic of Turkey, Ataturk. These questions are important, because the 

idea of an anti-Alevi massacre planned and led by Ataturk himself would destroy the strong ties 

between the anti-Islamist Kemalism and the Alevis and reduce the Alevi support for the (post-) 

Kemalist social-democrat party CHP. 

In contrast to Kemalist Turkish Alevis, pro-Kurdish Alevi authors and (Kurdish-dominated) 

Alevi associations in Germany and in Turkey have been reinterpreting the brutal suppression of 

the ethnically-motivated, tribal and feudal uprising of Dersim as an oppression of a sectarian 

revolt of Alevis. Some of them also assume that there was a well-planned Kemalist Sunni 

Turkish massacre against the Alevi population in Tunceli. 

Ali Kilic, at that time president of the Alevi Associations of Europe (AABF), writes, that the 

Alevis were "targets of a great massacre in Dersim" (Kilic 1998: 6). The youth group of the 

cultural centre of the Alevis in Stuttgart has published a book about the Alevis, where the revolt 

in Dersim is also mentioned within the Alevi history (Jugendgruppe des Alevitischen 

Kulturzentrums Stuttgart e.V. 2001: 23). 

On the occasion of the 75
th

 anniversary of the Republic of Turkey the periodical of the 

Turkish Alevi Association Pir Sultan Abdal, which is twinned and fraternalized with the 

German-Alevi AABF, published a critical article, in which the Tunceli Incidents are labelled as a 

"Dersim slaughter". Ali Yildirim writes that the question, whether the people in Dersim were 

massacred because of their Alevi origin, is still discussed and remains unanswered (Yildirim 

1999: 71). Following pro-Alevi scientist Kehl-Bodrogi the "unprecedented brutality of the 

Republican troops suggests that the Alevi origin of the rebels played a role" (2000: 149, Footnote 

20). 

Kemalist Alevi authors disagree with them, but can be distinguished in two subgroups, 

presented by Baki Oz and Cemal Sener. While the first group assumes a violent suppression of a 

feudal uprising and focuses on infrastructural support of the troubled area and ignores even 

collateral damage, the second group puts forward the idea of a sectarian "massacre". Both groups 

blame Sunni conservative politicians and army leaders for the violent repression in spite of 

Ataturk, who is viewed as seriously ill and therefore irresponsible for the killings. 

According to Kemalist Alevi historian Baki Oz, the Dersim rebellion was a tribal and feudal 

revolt against the modern central national state. Neither ethnic nor sectarian factors played a 

relevant role during the insurrection and the military operations, Baki Oz says. When it comes to 

the role of Ataturk in the violent repression of the uprising, Baki Oz puts forward, that Mustafa 

Kemal was primarily interested at the implementation of the sovereignity of the Kemalist 

national state, the realisation of the anti-feudal "civilisation project" and measures against the 

tribal elites and not against the local people of Tunceli. Oz states, that Ataturk's successor Ismet 

Inonu is just as little blameable as the founder of the republic, because he was not in office 

during the second military operation in 1938. 

Following Oz, PM Celal Bayar and general chief of staff Fevzi Cakmak are as hardliners 

mainly responsible for the bloody suppression of the rebellion (Oz 2001: 61-62). Oz mentions, 

that many villages were bombed and burned down, in which the "bandits revolted", "nearly 

10000 Dersimi died during the fighting" (Oz 2001: 60). Members of those tribes, who took part 

in the uprising, were forcedly resettled in other parts of Turkey, whereas those families who did 
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not revolt against the government, got ground by the authorities within the frame of land reform. 

Furthermore, the Kemalists enabled the infrastructural development of Tunceli through road 

construction bridges, schools, public buildings to transfer the feudal region in a modern district 

of the Kemalist nation state (Oz 2001: 62). 

Tunceli-born Kemalist Alevi writer Cemal Sener explicitly defines the Tunceli Incidents as a 

"massacre", but he states, that Ataturk, who died in November 1938, was so "seriously ill" (Sener 

2001: 66; Sener 2010: 160) at that time, that he was not in the position to make any critical 

decisions. Like Baki Oz, Cemal Sener accuses Inonu's successor PM Celal Bayar, chief of staff 

Marshall Fevzi Cakmak and the local governor and Commander Abdullah Alpdogan of the 

"massacres". 

Contrary President Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, these people were in charge and therefore 

responsible for the killings of over 50000 people, Sener says. Cemal Sener indirectly accuses 

them having "a sectarian and anti-Alevi worldview of Ottoman origin" (Sener 2010: 160-161), 

thus clearing Ataturk. According to Cemal Sener the military operations led by PM Celal Bayar 

and Fevzi Cakmak were "very severe" (Sener 2010: 168) and can be compared with the anti-

Alevi massacres in the Ottoman Empire (Sener 2001: 66). 

The fact, that both Marshal Fevzi Cakmak and Celal Bayar founded later two rival 

conservative political parties (National Party, Millet Partisi, MP; Democratic Party, Demokratik 

Parti, DP) suggests that they were radical enough that they could be responsible for the "Dersim 

Massacre". In contrast to Baki Oz, who uses documents, Cemal Sener shows eyewitness reports 

of survivors of military violence against civilians, old people, women and children to convince 

the readers that the killings should be defined as a sectarian "massacre" (2010: 167-178). 

In contrast to Baki Oz and Cemal Sener, anti-Kemalist Alevi writer Ibrahim Bahadir 

assumes, that the Dersim revolt was deliberately provoked by the Kemalist government to get an 

excuse for a well-planned and state-ruled "massacre". According to him, the Kemalists wanted to 

disperse the Alevi population throughout the whole country in order to construct the Turkish 

nation more easily. 

Following Ibrahim Bahadir, the massacres occurred with the knowledge of Ataturk, whereby 

his serious illness did not prevent him to work on the operations (Bahadir 2002: 87). Like 

Ibrahim Bahadir, (pro-)Kurdish Alevi writer Cafer Solgun blames the Kemalist regime for a 

sectarian massacre in Dersim and critically examines the (Turkish) Alevi sympathy for Ataturk 

in his book (Solgun 2011) published by the Islamic publishing house Timas. 

During the discussion on the Kurdish "Opening Initiatives" of the AKP in the Turkish 

parliament in 2009, including critical debates on some concessions towards Kurdish nationalists, 

Onur Oymen, vice chairman of the CHP at that time, hold a speech against negotiations with the 

PKK terrorist organisation: "Did Ataturk negotiate with Sheikh Sait? Did he negotiate with the 

leaders of the Dersim rebellion? Did he sit on the table with their spokesmen and 

representatives? He did not do any of them, friends. ... Dear friends, they say, that 'Mothers shall 

not cry' any more, but unfortunately, mothers of this country have cried a lot. We lost many 

martyrs. ... Did not the mothers cry during the Dersim rebellion? ... Did he negotiate with the 

leaders of the Dersim rebellion in order to stop the cryings of the mothers?" (TBMM Online 

2009). 

Oymen's speech shocked many Kurds, Dersimi and Alevis because of his reference to the 

Dersim operations. This led to a public outcry of some Alevi, Alevi Kurd and Zaza associations 

against the CHP (Guler, November 12, 2009). These protests show that there is a significant 

group of (Kurdish and Turkish) Alevis, which are critical of the Kemalist approach and of the 

CHP towards the Dersim Incidents. 
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As a result, the debate on the "Dersim killings" shows that "Tunceli" can seriously upset the 

relationship between the CHP and its Alevi voters. This fact is also an opportunity for Erdogan 

to weaken the main opposition party. 

The Impact of Erdogan's "Apology" on the Alevis and on the Dersimi 

The Erdogan government has a bad reputation amongst the Alevis. As Erdogan was the mayor of 

Istanbul in the 90's, he tried to demolish a cem-house which mobilized many Alevis. In 2009, 

PM Erdogan started an "Opening Inititative for Alevis" ("Alevi Acilimi") because of the flood of 

complaints and proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights and organized seven 

Sunni-dominated inter-sectarian workshops with round tables, where different Alevi groups 

expressed their problems to the Turkish government. But contrary to Alevi wishes and 

complaints about the problems about the legal recognitions of cem-houses as places of worship, 

the status of religious education, memorial museum for the massacre in Sivas, nothing changed 

at all.  

On the contrary, the invitation of Okkes Sendiller to the 6
th

 intersectarian workshop 

disappointed the Alevis. Sendiller is a famous suspect of the sectarian massacre in Maras 

(BirGun, December 13, 2009), especially since he has been denying his own wrongdoings and 

defaming in return the murdered Armenian journalist Hrant Dink for the killings of Alevi 

citizens in 1978 (BirGun Online, December 2, 2011). Therefore Alevis regard Sendiller's 

controversial statements and his invitation by the AKP government as a symbolic insult. This 

fact has led to further alienation.  

Cem-Houses are not legally accepted by the mildly-Islamist government as houses of 

worship because of the Sunni Muslim concern of a sectarian division of Islam in case of legal 

recognition (T.C. Basbakanlik 2010: 172).  

When it comes to the museum memorial question, the Alevis wish for the conversion of the 

Madimak Hotel as a scene of crime to a memorial museum was also refused by the government 

(T.C. Basbakanlik 2010: 181-182). Furthermore, both the commemoration ceremony for the 

massacre in Sivas and the memorial meeting for the pogrom-like act of violence in Maras have 

been forbidden since 2011.  

In Sivas, the sectarian hate crime scene was the hotel Madimak, which became deliberately 

nationalized by the AKP government although the Alevis wanted to converse it into an official 

memorial museum. As public meetings and protestations before public buildings can be banned 

in Turkey, there has been a de facto prohibition of commemorative event for the killed Alevis 

since July 2011. The police broke up the commemoration in Sivas, whereby Alevis taking part 

were sued (Menekse, October 11, 2011, p. 4; January 16, 2012, 5)
8
.  

As it was the case in Sivas, the memorial meeting for the Alevi victims in Maras was also 

forbidden by local authorities of the AKP in December 2011 because of reasons of security 

(Cumhuriyet, December 25, 2011, p. 1,7). The Alevi protests were broken up by the police 

(BirGun, December 25, 2011, p. 7). As a result, there has been a ban of memorial meetings for 

Alevi victims since 2011.  

Apart from that, most Sunni Islamist lawyers of the killers in Sivas became holders of high 

office during the AKP era. Many of them are ministers, members of parliament, bureaucrats and 

mayors of AKP-hold cities in present days (Gurbuz, March 18, 2012, p. 3).  

                                                 
8 Furthermore, Zeynep Altiok Akatli, whose father, a famous poet, was killed in Sivas, lost her job at a university, 

after she has made some critical statements about the massacre in Sivas (Cumhuriyet, September 24, 2011, p. 4). 
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Alevi singer and CHP deputy Sabahat Akkiraz therefore calls the AKP government for 

facing with the massacre in Sivas instead of focusing on Dersim. She complains that the AKP 

awards posts for the lawyers of the sentenced killers of Sivas (Cumhuriyet, November 26, 2011, 

p. 5). Furthermore, the Erdogan government omitted to make an extradition request to Poland for 

a convicted murderer of Sivas last year (BirGun, November 8, 2011, p. 8). 

Furthermore, there are hardly new improvements in the area of religious education, because 

the AKP-ruled ministry for education refuses in individual cases to release Alevi students from 

Sunni-dominated Islamic religious education despite court rulings. As a result, Alevi students 

refusing taking part in the Sunni instruction courses fail their grades and are not promoted 

(Yildirim, June 20, 2011). Alevis who nonetheless take part in these courses can face harsh 

sectarian prejudices from their teachers as it was the case in Suluova in January 2012 

(Cumhuriyet, January 18, 2012, p. 5). 

When it comes to symbolic gestures, the AKP-ruled municipal government of Istanbul has 

decided to restore the tomb of "Kuyucu" Murat Pasha, an Ottoman grand vezir of Croatian 

origin, who had let slaughtered thousands of Alevi Turcoman tribesmen in the 17
th

 Century. The 

glorification of the Ottoman Empire and of Anti-Alevi Ottoman statesmen by the AKP is 

regarded as a symbolic insult of Alevi victims in the Alevi point of view (Yavasoglu, January 1, 

2012, p. 8). 

The fact of the remove of Alevi bureaucrats and judges after the coming to power of the 

AKP and the arrest of a general with close ties to an Alevi village indicates that there is indeed a 

sectarian discrimination in Turkey (Cumhuriyet, March 7, 2010, p. 8; Keskin, March 14, 2010, p. 

6). 

Erdogan still tries to mobilize Sunni voters in favour of his party. He uses Alevi-bashing to 

present himself as the conservative defender of Sunni Islam against Alevis and their secular 

Kemalist allies in the army, judiciary and bureaucracy.His complaints during the referendum 

ballot and general elections campaigns in 2010 and 2011 about the "domination of high judicial 

posts by a clique of Alevis", about Anti-Islamist "Alevi judges" who "receive orders from the 

dedes" and about the Alevi origin of CHP leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu (Radikal Online, August 

30, 2010; Alevi Haber Ajansi, May 23, 2011) targeted Alevis. The main purpose of his 

comments was to mobilize conservative Sunni voters in favour of the AKP. The fact, that a 

mildly Islamist prime minister, belonging to the majority religious tradition of a Muslim country, 

negatively accuses a religious sub-population of controlling the judiciary has a symbolic signal 

effect and leads to the targeting of Alevis who are portrayed as threats to the country.  

The compare of the Alevi-backed (post-) Kemalist CHP with the Nusayri-hold nationalist 

and secularist Baath regime by AKP spokesman Huseyin Celik against the background of the 

sectarian clashes in Syria between Sunni Islamist Muslim Brothers and Alavi Asad-supporters 

was a way to discredit and demonize the Republican People's Party and its Alevi voters in the 

eyes of the majority of religious Turkish and Kurdish Sunnis (Cumhuriyet, September 9, 2011, p. 

5). 

So, against the background of the anti-Alevi policy of the AKP in the recent days, the 

"apology" of PM Erdogan for the Dersim Incidents is perceived as insincere by the Alevis, 

because the AKP does not come to terms with the massacres in the Sunni-Muslim Ottoman 

Empire, in Sivas, in Maras (1978) and in Corum (1980), where Alevis were murdered because of 

sectarian tensions.  

Many famous Alevis have made corresponding statements. For example, Yeter Gultekin, 

who lost her husband, a famous folk singer, in the Massacre of Sivas, says that she does not 

believe in the sincerity of the AKP in the context of the "Dersim Killings" because of the already 
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existing Anti-Alevi policy of the Erdogan government (Yildiral, December 6, 2011, p.10; Kocak, 

December 6, 2011, p. 8). The bereaved like Eren Aysan who also lost her father in Sivas ask why 

Erdogan has not apologised for the Massacre of Sivas. She and representatives of Alevi 

organisations accuse the AKP government of protecting the killers of Sivas (Ongel, November 

25, 2011, p. 4). Turkish deputy and Alevi singer Sabahat Akkiraz answers the AKP's call to the 

CHP to face with the Dersim Incidents in return with her call to the government to face with the 

sectarian hate crimes in Turkey (Cumhuriyet, November 26, 2011, p. 5).  

This Alevi criticism against the AKP implies that the government wants Alevis to alienate 

themselves of Kemalism, Ataturk and the CHP and to forget recent sectarian problems by 

focusing on the Tunceli Incidents.  

The fact, that Erdogan does not seriously take on the moral burden on behalf of the state and 

blames instead the Kemalist era and the CHP government for the "Dersim killings" adds further 

weight to the assertion that his "apology" has the purpose to upset the relationship between the 

CHP and its Alevi voters. 

Therefore his "apology" cannot be defined as a sincere concession to the Alevis and has to 

be regarded as a political strategic action to harm the Republican People's Party, the more so as 

the AKP government has hardly acted in the interest of the Alevis before.  

In contrast to other Alevis, Kurdish and Zaza-speaking Alevis of Tunceli, who primarily 

define themselves as Dersimi and therefore want to be distinguished from "other" Alevis, Turks, 

Kurds and Zazas outside the troubled province, seem to be widely pleased with Erdogan as a first 

step. Their representatives, the Dersim associations, want to rename the name of the province 

Tunceli, the appointment of a truth commission and the localisation of the grave of the Dersim 

revolt leader Seyyid Riza. The leader of the Federation of the Dersim Associations (Dersim 

Dernekleri Federasyonu) Ozkan Tacar regards the "apology" as a first positive step in order to 

prevent other mass murders but warns both the government and the opposition not to use the 

Dersim issue for electoral purposes (Cumhuriyet, November 25, 2011, p. 4).  

The leader of the Federation of the Dersim Associations of Europe Yasar Kaya and Seyid 

Riza's grandson have visited Vice Prime Minister Bulent Arinc to show that they are pleased to 

hear the "apology" and want further steps like the appointment of a truth commission (Zaman 

Online, December 4, 2011). 

Nevertheless, one group of Pro-Kurdish Dersimi has protested in Tunceli against the AKP 

government (Cetin, December 14, 2011) to show that they do not accept Erdogan's step and 

demand instead a real apology of Erdogan like Willi Brandt, kneeing before the monument of 

Seyit Riza. 

The mildly-Islamist Star and Yeni Safak and the Tunceli Incidents 

Publications of the two pro-government daily newspapers Star and Yeni Safak show, that liberal 

conservatives and mildly-Islamists praise PM Erdogan's anti-Kemalist "apology" for the "Dersim 

Massacre" and criticize the CHP for not coming to terms with the Kemalist past, while generally 

ignoring the recent problems of the Alevis. 

The daily newspaper Star and its weekly supplement Star Acik Gorus are published by the 

former AKP deputy Tevhit Karakaya. The daily has a circulation of 140000 and it displays a pro-

government, liberal-conservative Sunni approach, whereby events, subjects and issues are judged 

from a governmental point of view: All external and internal political actors in and outside 

Turkey are assessed according to their attitudes towards PM Erdogan and the AKP. Liberal 

economic analyst Prof. Mehmet Altan, PhD (2006-2012); Islamist journalist Ahmet Kekec; 
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Harvard graduate (mildly-)Islamist journalist Fehmi Koru, Stanford graduate liberal journalist 

Ergun Babahan belong to the influential columnists of Star, while further pro-government 

political scientists publish their positive appreciations of the AKP in the weekly supplement Star 

Acik Gorus. The readership of Star consists mainly of Sunni (liberal-) conservatives and liberals.  

Erdogan is often shown as a democratic and charismatic leader, whereby his "consensual 

reformism" (Aydin, February 26, 2012, p.1) is praised to provide a legitimating basis for his rule. 

All "Opening Initiatives" and even the informal talks between the PKK and the AKP government 

are shown as morally and rationally necessary steps to democratize and stabilize the country 

(Ones, September 25, 2011, p. 1). The same holds for "analyses" of Turkish foreign policy, 

which show the "strong" AKP not only as a successful player being capable of acting, but also as 

a powerful "game setter" in the Middle East (Kosebalaban, September 11, 2011, p. 1). 

Internal threats to the national unity like the separatist terrorist organisation PKK are put on 

the same level like the "old fashioned" Kemalist state ideology. So, "atheist" Kemalism is often 

equated with the "godless" Kurdish nationalism, whereby the mildly Islamism of the AKP 

government is shown as a legitimate alternative for the solution for the Kurdish Question 

(November 20, 2011, p.1; Yildiz, October 30, 2011, p. 1). 

Reports, columns and news coverage on the Tunceli Incidents can be found prevalently in 

Star and its weekly supplement Star Acik Gorus as this subject is important for the government 

and the newspaper to show Erdogan as a reformist and democratic leader and demonize the 

Kemalist CHP. Erdogan's "apology" has been on the cover of the daily newspaper in big letters: 

"I APOLOG SE for Dersim on the behalf of the state." (Star, November 24, 2011, p. 11). 

According to Star, which publishes Erdogan's speech and "apology" without any critical 

comments, there has been a massacre in Tunceli, therefore, "[w]e must face with our dark past." 

(Erdogan, quoted by Star, November 24, 2011, 14). The official death toll presented by Erdogan 

is shown as an evidence for the "massacre", even if the dead people in the official documents are 

defined as "bandits" respectively "rebels" who supposed to die in skirmish. Following Star news 

coverage on Erdogan's speech, the chains of governmental reports on Dersim since 1926 were 

steps for the base of a well-intended massacre (Star, November, 2011, p. 14). In this point, 

Erdogan and pro-Kurdish analysts have the same opinion. 

Almost every columnist of the daily newspaper explicitly praises Erdogan's act and/or 

harshly criticizes the CHP for its omission for the "Kemalist wrongdoings" of the past. 

For example chief columnist Fehmi Koru writes that he is "pleased to hear the apology" 

(Koru, November 24, 2011, p. 3) and warns the CHP against "denying" its past, otherwise the 

new Turkish democracy would be harmed (Koru, November 27, 2011, p. 3). 

Columnist Ergun Babahan states, "[t]hat, what occurred in Dersim was a crime against 

humanity ... it cannot be compared even with Assad's wrongdoings in Syria." (Babahan, 

November 24, 2011, p. 13). He continues that the "massacre" was carried out in order "to 

annihilate the root of whole a nation", whereas "women and children hiding in caves were 

brutally killed. Other survivors lost their lives through bayonets." Babahan criticizes the 

Kemalist idea of a "single-party-rule and the rule of one leader" which has "led to practices like 

torture, massacre and execution up to the year 2000." He implies that this practice of 

wrongdoings has come to an end since Erdogan's governmental takeover in 2002. So, Erdogan is 

shown as the conqueror of the Kemalist "dictatorship". 

Islamic conservative columnist Ahmet Kekec accuses the CHP leadership of being not 

courageous enough as PM Erdogan, when it comes to coming to terms with the past. 

Furthermore the Republicans should apologise for the revolutionary Freedom Courts, where 

Islamist and separatists were sentenced and for the taxation of minorities, Kekec says. Moreover, 
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they should better support the renaming of the province Tunceli and of the Sabiha Gokcen 

Airport (Kekec, November 24, 2011, p. 2). Kekec ignores instead other sectarian massacres in 

the Ottoman Empire and in the last 35 years carried out by right-wingers. 

Liberal columnist Mehmet Altan also welcomes Erdogan's step as a serious try "to clean the 

first [Kemalist; BG] republic ... from its past and bloody fascism." (Altan, November 24, 2011, 

p. 5) If one takes a closer look on the title of his column, the message seems to be clear: "Bravo, 

Mr. Prime Minister, I applaude you" ("Bravo, Sayin Basbakan, sizi alkisliyorum."). 

The weekly supplement Star Acik Gorus has published a lot of pro-government and Anti-

Kemalist articles of a few political scientists. According to analyst Yusuf Tekin, the CHP is a 

"hopeless case" when it comes to apologise for the 'Kemalist wrongdoings' (Tekin, December 11, 

2011, p. 1), like the military coups and suppression of Dersim, Islamists and Kurds, because this 

political party would lose its historical and ideological legacy and legitimacy in case of facing 

the past, he says: "One thing is clear. If we want the CHP to come to terms with itself and its 

past, we want it ... to deny itself." (Tekin, December 11, 2011, p. 6) Therefore the CHP 

leadership has not enough courage to face the truth. In case of coming to terms with its Kemalist 

past "the CHP will not have anything left." (Tekin, December 11, 2011, p.1). Although 

"everybody living in this country is waiting for the apology of the CHP leadership because of 

that, what happened in the past, the maltreatment against his or her grandfather and 

grandmother" (Tekin, December 11, 2011, p. 1), the Republican People's Party refuses to 

apologise. 

Political scientist Ertan Aydin contextualizes Erdogan's apology with "the progress of the 

democratic culture and with a golden opportunity to overcome ... the identity-based policy" 

(Aydin, December 11, 2011, p. 1) while ignoring the fact that the AKP's policy to create a 

(Sunni) religious youth at the cost of women, Alevis and secularists.  

Following him, the debate on the Tunceli Incidents is fruitful to make (Sunni) Turks aware 

of the discrimination of Kurds and Alevis (Aydin, December 11, 2011, p. 2). In contrast to the 

AKP government the Tunceli-born Alevi Kurdish leader of the CHP Kemal Kilicdaroglu cannot 

afford to apologise for the "Dersim Massacre" because of his risk of losing its Sunni Kemalist 

voters, Aydin says.  

Furthermore, the Republican People's Party is shown as a fragile coalition of secularist 

Sunni-born Alevi-hating Turkish Kemalists and Alevis, whereby the Sunni conservative base of 

the AKP is transfigured as liberian-minded and soft-toned towards the Alevis. As a result, this 

article is a call for Alevi support for PM Erdogan. Following Ertan Aydin, the voters of the CHP 

consist of (social democrat Turkish and Kurdish) Alevis and nationalist and secularist Sunni 

Kemalists. There is a political alliance between these Kemalist Sunni elites and the Alevi base of 

the party. According to him, the Sunni Kemalist elites who founded the republic have not lost 

their Ottoman anti-Alevi prejudice even if they are secularists and therefore anti-Islamists 

(Aydin, December 11, 2011, p. 2). 

In case of facing the past, Kemalist Sunni voters would support the right-wing Nationalist 

Movement Party of the 'Grey Wolves' (Milliyetci Hareket Partisi, MHP) instead of the Alevi 

Kurdish CHP leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu. The MHP is very sceptical about the "democratic" re-

ethnicisation and anti-Kemalist transformation of the Turkish state and society by the AKP 

government through its unilateral concessions towards the PKK. That is why this political party 

regards the Dersim rebellion as a terrorist and separatist act against the Turkish nation and 

therefore legitimates the Kemalist government of the 30's. 

Following Ertan Aydin, the CHP would lose its Kemalist voters to the MHP, so Kilicdaroglu 

does not apologise for the past (Aydin, December 11, 2011, p. 2). Thus, Ertan Aydin others 
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Kemalist voters as 'Anti-Alevi minded Sunnis', having sympathy to extremist right-wingers, 

while the Islamism of the AKP is downplayed by him. As a result, the Kemalists are demonized 

while the AKP and its voters are shown as democrats. 

Following political analyst Cemal Fedayi, the CHP is also incapable of facing the past 

because it is unable to realize and to adopt the recent global and regional democratic 

developments. Another reason is its paralysis because of the power struggle between rival 

factions. So, the main opposition party is transfigured as fragile and therefore inappropriate for 

ruling contrary to the AKP. 

Moreover, the Republicans' supposed sympathy and similarity to the authoritarian, secularist 

and nationalist Arab Baath parties of Saddam Hussein and Besar Assad is also criticized
9
.  

Other writers can also publish in the weekly supplement. One striking example is the 

Tunceli-born analyst Cafer Solgun. His Alevi origin is used to convince the readers that the 

Sunni conservative arguments shown in Star and Star Acik Gorus are authentic, because they 

seem to be also shared by Alevis now. Another reason for the appearance of Cafer Solgun is to 

make Alevis, who do not trust the Sunni-dominated AKP, believe that the Kemalist era of 

secularism was in fact a dark period were everybody was oppressed.  

According to Cafer Solgun, who demands to take Ataturk's pictures down of the walls of 

Alevi cem-houses (Duzel, December 5, 2011, p. 11), the CHP is also to be criticized because of 

Kilicdaroglu's saying, that historians shall better discuss the Dersim issue than AKP politicians. 

This comment is not useful in the opinion of Cafer Solgun who welcomes Erdogan's "apology" 

as a necessary step. His question "What shall the historians discuss about on Dersim?" seems to 

be rhetorical, because the reality of the "Dersim Massacre" is not questionable. He then shows 

the CHP emergency cabinet meeting on May 4
th

, 1937, joined by PM Ismet Inonu, Chief of staff 

Fevzi Cakmak and President Mustafa Kemal Ataturk that decided the operations and the 

relocation of the Dersimi, as an evidence for the decision for a "massacre". He indicates that both 

Ataturk's and Cakmak's signature on the "terrible decision" ("korkunc karar") of the CHP 

government are a proof for the 'genocidal attitude' of the Kemalists towards the Alevis (Solgun, 

November 27, 2011, p. 3). 

Star has published a report series on "previously secret" archive material of the Chancellery 

of the Prime Minister on Tunceli Incidents. A striking divergence can be regarded between the 

cover and the report titles of the daily newspaper (koc, January 9-12, 2011, p. 16). While the 

term "Dersim Massacre" is extensively used by the author Yasar Taskin Koc at the cover title of 

the report in daily newspaper, he prefers the word "operation" in the reports. According to the 

cover title "The Presidential Guards have attended to the massacre", Ataturk himself has been 

involved to the "mass murder", while in the same report the term "operation" is used (Koc, 

January 10, 2012, p. 1, 16). Following the cover title, the "massacre" has already been planned to 

be carried out in 1932, but the project has been delayed because of financial reasons. The report 

title "[i]f enough money had been found the Dersim Massacre would have been carried out in 

1932" (Koc, January 9, 2012, p. 1, 16) at the cover of the daily newspaper implies that there has 

                                                 
9 This criticism is important, because it shows the Sunni Islamist fear of being ruled by secularist military and 

bureaucratic elites, as it has been the case in Iraq and Syria, where separatist Kurds and Islamist members of major 

sects have been suppressed by sectarian minorities. The Iraqi Baatth party has been ruled by secular Sunni Arabs 

and oppresses Shia Muslims, while the Syrian branch of the Baath party has been dominated by Arab Alevis 

suppressing Sunnis. The comparison of the Alevi-backed CHP with the Baath parties shows the Sunni-Islamist fear 

of being suppressed by heretical Kemalists at one time. As a result, the comparison with Syria demonizes the CHP 

in Sunni Muslim eyes. 
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never been a revolt. So, the governmental preparation for an anticipated Kurdish revolt in 

Tunceli has been reinterpreted as an organisational prearrangement for a massacre against Kurds.  

The official death tolls of soldiers and killed Dersimi shown by Koc are also used as 

evidence for a "mass murder" rather than a military conflict between armed forces and rebels 

(Koc, January 9, 2012, p. 1, 16). Official reports on "annihilated women and children" during the 

fights between soldiers and rebels are also re-interpreted as intended mass executions instead of 

collateral damage during the skirmish
10

.  

The pro-government Yeni Safak (New Dawn) daily newspaper belongs to the Albayrak 

holding company having close ties to the AKP government and has a daily circulation of 100000. 

The readership mainly consists of liberal-conservative Sunni Muslims. When it comes to Dersim, 

Yeni Safak has published a five-day report on the events, which are explicitly defined as a 

"massacre". Referring to "previously unreleased" documents and archive material of the general 

staff and the chancellery of the prime minister, as well as eyewitness reports of survivors of the 

Tunceli Incidents, Yeni Safak author Orhan Turan perceives the current debate on Dersim to be 

"fruitful for coming to terms with the past" (Turan, November 26, 2011). Following Turan, the 

debate is an "opportunity for facing the most tragic event in the modern history of Turkey." 

(Turan, November 26, 2011) Turan praises both PM Erdogan's apology and AKP politician 

Bulent Arinc's demand for the convocation of a truth commission and criticizes the CHP because 

of his lack of moral responsibility for the "wrongdoings" (Turan, November 26,29-30, 2011).  

Marginal and relatively unknown Alevi leaders got in contrast to influential Alevi leaders 

the opportunity to speak, because they have close ties to the mildly Sunni Islamist Fethullah 

Gulen movement and to the AKP government and therefore are not recognized by the 

mainstream Alevi community. Demands by representatives of Dersim associations for the list of 

orphans, the convening of a truth commission the opening of the archives and the renaming of 

the Sabiha Gokcen Airport are published without critical comments. 

Yeni Safak also focuses on Ataturk's supposed role in the incident. According to Orhan 

Turan, the founder of the state made personally every detail of the "Dersim operations" in June in 

Trabzon. So, the CHP-ruled army only implemented Ataturk's plan (Turan, November 28, 2011). 

Following Turan, Ataturk also let secret reports made about the incidents in order to get 

informed (Turan, November 26, 2011). According to Sukru Aslan, interviewed by Yeni Safak as 

an expert, it is unrealistic to consider these events without Ataturk's involvement (Turan, 

November 26, 2011). Thus, Ataturk, the CHP and the Kemalists are represented as forces that 

have planned and carried out a systematic "massacre" in Dersim. 

The daily Yeni Safak indicates to publish "previously unreleased documents" on the 

incidents, but the citations about the operations, such as the siege, bombardment of and cannon 

fire attack on caves, in which bandits were located, have already been mentioned explicitly by 

Resat Halli ([Halli] 1992b: 247-248). The same holds for the Tunceli Law of empowerment of 

                                                 
10 An "official document" from March 30th, 1937, showing governor General Alpdogan's ordering of fire bombs and 

asphxiant gas bombs is shown as a proof for the massacre against civilians by poisoned gas (Koc, January 11, 2011, 

p. 16). But the reading of documents of official archive material published by Yesiltuna has resulted that this critical 

document cannot be found. Either this document is indeed not existent or Serap Yesiltuna has "forgotten" to include 

it into her publication of the archives. Tunceli-born Huseyin Aygun has already mentioned in an interview that this 

document exists and can be seen as an evidence for a massacre (Aydin, February 11, 2012, p. 6). Even if this 

document exists, there are no other documents showing that the ordered bombs have really been delivered or even 

used. And if these bombs have really been used, it is also possible, that they have "only" been used against rebels 

and caused collateral damage. 
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governors. Citations about the well-known law are presented as a new document and serve as a 

testament for the preparation for a systematic massacre, while the Dersimi attack on a bridge and 

the army bases are played down and presented only as a pretext for the Kemalist-planned mass 

killing (Turan, November 26, 2011). Yeni Safak author Orhan Turan believes, that the operations 

of the Turkish army consist of (ethnic) cleansing of (unarmed) villagers through poisoned gas 

attacks and mass executions (Turan, November 28, 2011). According to the daily, 50000 people 

have been murdered (Turan, November 27, 2011).  

Furthermore, interviews with eyewitnesses are published to support the massacre 

argument
11

. These emotional and detailed testimonies lead to the impression that an inhuman 

crime took place in Dersim. After the publication of these statements, Yeni Safak calls on the 

CHP to "take responsibility" and to "apologise" for Dersim (Turan, November 29, 2011).  

AKP- and Gulen-related Alevi speakers, criticizing the CHP and praising Erdogan call for 

Kilicdaroglu's apology. For example, minor pro-government Alevi leader Fermani Altun praises 

Erdogan for his excuse that the CHP's claim for sole representation of the Alevi population has 

been broken by the AKP, while major Alevi representatives, who are highly critical of the 

government, remain unmentioned (Turan, November 30, 2011). 

Although it was the mildly Islamist Zaman daily newspaper with close ties to the Fethullah 

Gulen network that has started the heated debate on the Tunceli Incidents and on Ataturk's 

possible involvement with an interview with Tunceli-born CHP deputy Huseyin Aygun (Guler, 

November 10, 2011), it has released a critical article of Kurdish Alevi columnist Bejan Matur 

who calls PM Erdogan to also apologise for the sectarian massacres in Sivas and Maras because 

of his former membership to the Sunni Islamist Milli Gorus movement ("National View"). 

Otherwise his "apology" cannot be regarded as sincere, Matur states (Matur, November 25, 

2011)
12

.  

News about Alevi critics of PM Erdogan, sectarian discrimination by the AKP and about the 

Turkish acceptance of the military operations in Tunceli is widely ignored in Star, Star Acik 

Gorus and Yeni Safak.  

                                                 
11 Mehmet Cicek, who was born after the events of 1938 and therefore can comment on the incidents only of 

hearsay, says, referring to his grandfather: "Everyone in the villages was killed by machine guns and bayonets." 

(Turan, November 27, 2011) Mustafa Erdogan, another supposed survivor, says that many people, whose names 

were on a black list, were deported and killed (Turan, November 28, 2011). Emos Cicek puts forward, that she saw 

masses of melted brain pieces coming out of the heads of the people lying in front of the caves in order to give 

testimony of the use of poisoned gas (Turan, November 29, 2011). Hasan Kok states, that he saw heads of killed 

people diving and coming up in a river (Turan, November 29, 2011). Seyitali Kizilboga reports that he saw babies 

sucking their mother's milk from the breasts of their murdered mums (Turan, November 29, 2011). 
12 The weekly news magazine Aksiyon which also belongs to the Gulen movement uses the Dersim issue to point to 

another forced relocation of the Sunni Zaza tribe named Buban of Mutki that is reported to be punished for 

resistance Ataturk's secular reforms. "The people thinking losing Islam wanted to protect themselves." (Tosun 2012: 

18) Thus, the Tunceli debate can be seen as a prestep for the critical evaluation of the Kemalist reforms to create a 

modern secular national state. Mildly Islamists seem to use the tragedy of Alevi Dersimi and Sunni Zazas for the 

revaluation and rehabilitation of Islamists, too. Ayse Tosun reports that the Buban tribe has been saved and taught 

by Sunni Islamist Kurdish preacher and founder of the Islamist Nur movement Sait Okur ("Said-I Nursi") in their 

exile in Kastamonu, while such topics like Islamic oppression of women and suppression of tribesmen by chieftains 

are widely ignored. Once again "non-Muslim" Kemalists are demonized as despots, whereby Sunni Islamists like 

PM Erdogan and Said-i Nursi are presented as human democrats. 
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To sum up, the Dersim debate is an opportunity for praising the AKP government and 

criticizing the CHP and the Kemalists era through defining the Tunceli Incidents as a well-

planned "massacre" and "crime against humanity", while technical terms of speech of apology 

theories ("facing the past" etc.) is used. The CHP leader is criticized for his omission of coming 

to terms with the past in contrast to PM Erdogan. The fact, that a sincere apology needs a 

shouldering of the moral burden without blaming others is also ignored like the discussion of 

other massacres against Alevis. Instead the praised "apology" is only used for legitimizing the 

AKP government and its reforms while demonizing the anti-Islamist era of Kemalist Turkey. 

The Turkish Nationalist Yenicag and the Tunceli Incidents 

The daily newspaper Yenicag ("New Age") has been displaying a Turkish-nationalist approach 

since its foundation in 2002. Events in and outside Turkey and the Turkish-speaking countries in 

Eurasia, subjects and issues are judged within a nationalist frame of reference. The photo of the 

state founder Mustafa Kemal Ataturk of his earlier days as a military commander in the Turkish 

War of Independence is displayed on the front page of the daily in front of the national flag with 

slogans, showing the ideological point of view of the newspaper: "Turkey belongs to the Turks. 

This homeland has been Turkish throughout the history, it is Turkish now in the present and it 

will be staying Turkish forever." ("Turkiye Turklerindir. Bu memleket Tarihte Turk'tu, Bugun de 

Turk'tur ve Ebediyen Turk Olarak Kalacaktir").  

So, the AKP government, opposition parties and even the leadership of the right-wing 

Nationalist Movement Party (Milliyetci Hareket Partisi, MHP) are assessed by the daily 

according to their attitudes towards Turkish-related subjects. Yenicag has been harshly criticizing 

the rule of PM Recep Tayyip Erdogan. The mildly-Islamist policy, the suppression of AKP 

critics and the unilateral concessions towards the PKK, Southern Cyprus, Armenia and Greece 

within the frame of the democratic reforms and so-called "Opening Initiatives" are regarded as a 

betrayal of Turkish national interests. Yenicag's accusation that Erdogan intends to change the 

sacrosanct articles of the Turkish constitution and wants transform Turkey into a federal country 

which is regarded as a step towards collaps of the nation, are shown on the front page, sometimes 

in big letters (Yenicag, June 9, 2011, p.1, April 16, 2011, p.1).  

Oppositional parties, AKP-dominated state institutions and other Turkish or international 

political actors are only supported as long as they act "pro-Turkish". As a result, the mildly-

Islamist AKP government, liberal columnists, the PKK organisation, pro-Kurdish, Armenian and 

Greek associations, institutions, authors and states are traditionally viewed as actors cultivating 

anti-Turkish behaviour patterns, whereas pro-Turkish nationalists, social democrats, 

conservatives, Islamists and even socialists ("left nationalists") are backed.  

Israel, USA and the EU are often regarded with scepticism and perceived as "foreign 

enemies" and "imperialists" because of their (assumed) intervention into Turkish policy and 

security matters.  

The Yenicag ("New Age") daily newspaper belongs to the Yenicag Inc. holding company 

having close ties to nationalist businessman Ahmet Celik. It has a daily circulation of 50000. The 

readership consists of nationalistic-oriented Turks.  

The daily newspaper includes nationalist columnists and journalists of all persuasions and 

academic origin. Famous columnists are the recent deceased former President of Northern 

Cyprus Rauf Denktas; graduated lawyer and journalist Arslan Bulut; nationalist think thank 

director Prof. Umit Ozdag, PhD; MHP deputy and chief columnist Prof. Ozcan Yeniceri, PhD 
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and Altemur Kilic, political scientist, journalist and son of Ataturk's bodyguard and long time 

companion Kilic Ali
13

.  

Contrary to the official MHP newspaper Ortadogu ("Middle East"), Yenicag explicitly 

criticizes even the leader of the Nationalist Movement Party, namely Devlet Bahceli (Comlekci 

2009: 223), if the "Grey Wolves" are regarded as too soft-toned and concessional.  

When it comes to the Tunceli Incidents, Yenicag gives much attention to the Dersim issue. 

Columnists and journalists perceive the historical events within the nationalist and Kemalist 

frame of a suppression of a separatist revolt of some local (pro-)Kurdish and Zaza chieftains and 

their tribes against the Turkish state, whereby the rebels "got what they deserved" because of the 

uprising against the state. In the point of view of Yenicag, the Dersim rebels and the PKK 

terrorists are to be treated as they were one. The fact, that "Dersim" has often been made a 

subject of critical debate over Kemalism and Ataturk in the recent years in and outside Turkey is 

regarded as a traitorous attempt to provide a legitimating basis for the upcoming constitutional 

reforms and concessions towards the PKK by destroying the Kemalist legacy and the memory of 

state founder Ataturk. Alienating Turkish Alevis from Ataturk and the Republican People's Party 

CHP is regarded as a further reason of Erdogan's "apology".  

MHP deputy and chief columnist Ozcan Yeniceri puts forward that the local feudal 

landslords of Dersim refused the authority of the central state and its infrastructural reforms in 

the region because they wanted to "remain a state within a state." Following Yeniceri, the 

Dersimi rebelled. He criticizes the current debate over Dersim, because "[t]he attack on the 

Republic, the national state and its founder over Dersim is not an innocent act. It is an intended 

project ... [The, BG] Dersim [debate; BG] is not coming to terms with the past, but a 

destructiveness against the state." (Yenicag, November 24, 2011, p. 3.)  

Turkey has done the same like other countries in the world which have faced with banditry, 

rebellion, sabotage of bridges and attacks on military bases, he says (Yeniceri, November 22, p. 

3). Yeniceri adds that the current debate leads to the betrayal of Turkish martyrs and of the 

historical truth of the Tunceli Incidents. According to him, Erdogan'a act is only the usage of 

history for political ends and can be regarded as defilement of the Turkish history rather than 

coming to terms with the past. A serious way to face the truth is not the quotation of selected 

documents taken out of context, but an indepth analysis of all the events happened in Tunceli, he 

says (Yeniceri, November 25, 2011, p. 3).  

Altemur Kilic has already published a report on the "Kurdish revolt in Dersim" after Onur 

Oymen's critical speech on Dersim during the debate over the "Opening Initiative" in 2010, in 

which the incidents are regarded as a rebellion of backward-looking local landlords and 

tribesmen against the central government, so the Kemalist are viewed as they had no choice but 

to suppress the revolt by military operations in the troubled province. Following Kilic, the 

decision for the "necessary" operations in order to restore order in Dersim is reported to be made 

by Ataturk and Chief of Staff Fevzi Cakmak in May 4, 1937. Kilic confirms military operations 

from air and over country against the rebels, but attacks on civilians are neither noticed nor 

disputed. Only one eyewitness report of the grandmother of right-wing poet and analyst 

Gunerkan Aydogmus is quotated by Kilic to legitimate the operations for other citizens of 

Turkey. In this report Dersimi are shown as brutal bandits and invading hordes mugging other 

(Kurdish) tribes in neighbouring provinces like Elazig. As a result, the military operations are 

shown as necessary because of danger of "life and limb". Kilic also points out to the possible 

                                                 
13 Altemur Kilic is accepted as an insider of the Republican Era because of the close ties of his father to the Kemalist 

decision makers, when it comes to politically charged matters. 
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international intertwining of the Dersim Revolt, so that "foreign provocations" are the reason for 

the Tunceli Inidents, Kilic says (Kilic, November 29, 2009, p. 12). 

Altemur Kilic summarizes PM Erdogan's "apology" and puts forward that Erdogan can only 

apologise for himself or for the AKP but not on the behalf of the Turkish state. Following Kilic, 

the aim of Erdogan's "apology" is to harm Ataturk and the Republic. According to him, the 

"Dersim Revolt" had to be oppressed; otherwise Turkey would have been collapsed. That is why 

the Shaikh Sait Rebellion and Abdullah Ocalan's PKK have also had to be repressed by the 

Turkish army (Kilic, November 25, 2011, p. 8). He warns against revaluating and transfiguring 

of other politically volatile issues of the Kemalist era by the AKP, because Erdogan's "apology" 

can pave the way for further accusations of the Republic. Kilic calls the readers to defend the 

Republic, Ataturk and "our grandfathers and fathers" against the AKP (Kilic, November 26, 

2011, p. 10).  

Many columnists and experts point out that PM Erdogan's "apology" can constitute a 

precedent. Umit Ozdag warns against that Erdogan paves the way for further expectations for 

apologies on further politically very delicate issues like the Armenian Question (Ozdag, 

November 29, 2012, p. 9). Another example is former president of Turkish Historical Society 

and MHP deputy Prof. Yusuf Halacoglu, PhD, who is reported to have criticized the invalidity of 

PM Erdogan's "apology" on behalf of the Turkish state. Following him, Erdogan cannot 

apologise for the Turkish nation, but only for his own grandfather, if he committed a crime in 

Dersim (Yenicag, November 25, 2011, p. 11). Halacoglu warns also against the constitution of a 

precedent case, because the "apology" can faciliate a further apology in the Armenian Issue 

(Bozkurt, December 1, 2011, p. 11). Columnist Savas Suzel asks Erdogan, whether he is going to 

apologise to Armenians and Greeks because of the Turkish War of Indepence (1919-1922) led by 

Ataturk (Suzal, November 25, 2011, p. 6). Arslan Bulut follows them and asks, whether PM 

Erdogan is going to apologise to the PKK because of the Turkish counter-terrorism campaign 

(Bulut, November 26, 2012, p. 11).  

Furthermore, Bulut assumes, that the current debate over Dersim is started to associate these 

incidents with the PKK rebellion in order to make concessions to the Kurdish separatists within 

the frame of the "Opening Initiative". According to him, another reason for the "apology" is the 

expected support of the Alevis for the legitimation of the constitutional reforms which involve 

the introduction of ethnic federalism. He adds, that Dersim is a "chosen trauma", which is 

carefully selected by the CIA to build up a new collective identity instead of the Kemalist 

concept and implies, that the US are behind of the AKP "Opening Initiative", the consitutional 

reform and the Tunceli debate (Bulut, December 7, 2011, p. 11).  

Following him, the AKP government has to change the Turkish national identity by 

"settlement of accounts with the republic" through "coming to terms with the past" in order to 

serve superiorly the US interests within the project of a "Greater Middle East". Therefore, the 

Kemalist legacy and Ataturk have to lose legitimacy by debates over massacres (Bulut, 

November 24, 2012, p. 11; November 25, 2011, p. 11). When it comes to the Tunceli Incidents, 

Bulut assumes that France organised the Dersim revolt to discourage Turkey from getting 

involved in the Southern province Hatay adjacent to (French-controlled) Syria. This province 

was a territorial bone of contention between these countries (Bulut, November 25, 2011, p. 11). 

Yenicag quotes only opposition leaders like MHP or CHP deputies who criticize the AKP 

government and PM Erdogan, while statements of pro-government analysts are widely ignored.  

MHP president Devlet Bahceli's statement, that the Tunceli Incidents "were not a massacre, 

but a revolt" (Yenicag, November 30, 2011, p. 10) against the Turkish state and Erdogan should 

better apologise to the Turkish nation because of his "Dersim apology" has also been published 
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on the front page as a headline (Yenicag, November 30, 2011, p. 1). Bahceli compares the 

Dersim Incidents with the PKK malpractices and therefore legitimates the governmental 

procedure against the "Dersim rebels": "Can you imagine, the Prime Minister of the Republic of 

Turkey defines a revolt as a massacre. Dear Prime Minister, if you have a little bit of honour 

...you shall apologise for your defamation" (Yenicag, November 30, 2011, p. 10) 

CHP deputy parlamentary leader Emine Ulker Tarhan is quotated by Yenicag that the 

Republican People's Party has succeeded in coming to terms with the past because of having a 

Tunceli-born (Alevi) president which would be impossible in the (Sunni) AKP (Yenicag, 

November 29, 2011, p. 11). CHP deputy, vice president of the Ismet Inonu Foundation and 

Inonu's grandchild, Gulsun Bilgehan criticizes the AKP government to be insincere, because 

Erdogan refuses the CHP request of an appointment of a historical commission on the Tunceli 

Incidents, she says. According to her, the AKP government is more concerned to harm Ataturk 

and his friends (Yenicag, December 1, 2011, p. 11). 

In order to question the seriousness of Erdogan's "apology", news is also selectively 

published, in which Alevi leaders or deputies of the CHP like Sabahat Akkiraz criticize the AKP 

government for sectarian discrimination, for rewarding lawyers of the killers of the sectarian 

pogrom in Sivas. Therefore she compares him with the Ottoman Emperor Selim I, who 

massacred 40.000 Alevis and doubts his sincerity, while pro-government news about the 

acceptance of Erdogan's move by Dersimi is ignored (Yenicag, November 26, 2011, p. 10). 

Selahattin Ozel, president of the Federation of Alevi Bektashis (Alevi Bektasi Federasyonu, 

ABF) follows Akkiraz and states that the Alevis question Erdogan's seriousness (Yenicag, 

November 27, 2011, p. 11).  

Yenicag has published further columns and news, in which the high Alevi affinity towards 

Ataturk is expressed. So, columnists like Hasan Demir and Selcan Tasci quote ordinary and 

famous Alevis to confirm this thesis and point out that PM Erdogan's aim is to disrupt the 

relationship between them and the founder of the republican state (Tasci, November 29, 2011, p. 

7; Demir, November 29, 2011, p. 7). Statements of pro-government Alevis and of some Dersim 

officials are ignored in return. 

While Star, Ozgur Gundem and Yeni Safak give local eyewitness reports of the operations an 

appropriate position in their order of priorities, Yenicag publishes only reports of Turkish 

statemen who have done their service in Tunceli. Following Yenicag, the involvement of the 

Turkish leadership to the incidents is only bounded to the meeting of members of Kemalist 

government on May 4, 1937, at which the operations against the rebels and the resettlement were 

decided. Furthermore, a report is published, in which Ataturk perhabs would have pardoned the 

leader of the revolt Seyit Riza, if local the policechief (and the future vice president) Ihsan Sabri 

Caglayangil had not acted too precipitately and executed him. According to Hulki Cevizoglu, 

Caglayangil acted on his own initiative and executed Seyit Riza before the arrival of Ataturk in 

Dersim in 1937 (Yenicag, December 6, 2011, p. 8).  

Following the Turkish nationalist daily newspaper, there was no massacre at all, but only a 

revolt, which had to be repressed. The execution of the rebel leadership was not ordered by the 

Kemalists, but by a local policeman who became later the leading member of the conservative 

Justice Party (JP, Adalet Partisi, AP). The humanitarian dimension of the incidents is not 

mentioned, but only commented that a repression follows an uprising against the state. Erdogan's 

"apology" and the current debate is regarded to be a Western-backed plot to provide the 

ideological base for the De-Kemalisation and ethnic partition of Turkey by "coming to terms 

with the past". 
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The Kemalist Aydinlik and Dersim 

The 91 years old daily newspaper Aydinlik ("lightness", "Enlightenment") is the official organ of 

post-socialist, left nationalist (Kemalist) Workers Party (WP, Isci Partisi, IP) led by graduated 

lawyer and controversial politican Dogu Perincek, who is in prolonged investigative arrest in 

connection with the so-called "Ergenekon" investigations. The daily newspaper Aydinlik displays 

a Kemalist approach. The readership consists of Kemalists, leftist nationalists and socialists. It 

has a daily circulation of 50000. All events, subjects and issues published in this daily are judged 

within a Kemalist left nationalist frame of reference: All political actors in and ouside Turkey are 

assessed according to their attitudes towards the Turkish national interest defined by Ataturk. 

The Kemalist daily newspaper includes leftist nationalist and Kemalist columnists and 

journalists of academic origin with close ties to the Workers Party. Famous columnists are IP 

president Dogu Perincek, journalist and terrorism expert Mehmet Farac, engineer and Middle 

East analyst Mehmet Ali Guller, lawyer and journalist Kurtul Altug. 

A front page marking the anniversary of the begin of the Turkish War of Indepence (1919-

1922) displaying Ataturk as a military commander with the Kemalist slogan "Once more: 

EITHER FREEDOM OR DEATH" ("Yeniden YA ISTIKLAL YA OLUM!", May 19, 2011, p.1) 

locates the daily newspaper as a Kemalist organ. All Turkish governments or oppositional 

parties, Islamists, conservatives, social democrats, socialists and Turkish nationalists, state 

institutions and other political actors from past to present face only then harsh criticism if they 

act or have acted against Kemalist interests and are strongly supported, if they have been in line.  

Since the governmental takeover of the AKP, Aydinlik harshly criticizes PM Erdogan and 

his pro-Armerican, mildly-Islamist and anti-Kemalist policy. A front page showing PKK leader 

Abdullah Ocalan and PM Erdogan with the title "THEY HAVE BEEN IN AGREEMENT FOR 

AL LONG TIME" ("COKTAN ANLASMISLAR", Aydinlik, June 29, 2011, p. 1) criticizes the 

informal talks between the organisation and the government as the initial stage of the imperialist-

supported ethnic collaps of Turkey. But the same holds for the criticism of the CHP. "CHP 

MOVES AWAY FROM THE [Kemalist concept of the; BG] NATIONAL STATE" ("CHP Milli 

Devletten Kopuyor", Aydinlik, April 17, 2011, p.1) is one example for a headline against the 

softliner CHP leadership that is considered to betray the Kemalist idea, interests and ideology to 

the US and EU. 

Like the nationalist daily Yenicag, the Kemalist newspaper Aydinlik regards the Dersim 

Incidents as a suppression of a rebellion of backward-looking chieftains, but assumes that the 

revolt was not only against the state, but also against to the "Kemalist revolution". Following the 

daily, PM Erdogan's apology aims to legitimate the upcoming constitutional reforms and the 

unilateral Turkish concessions towards the PKK by destroying the memory of Ataturk and his 

ideological legacy
14

. 

                                                 
14 Aydinlik is in line with other publications of the Workers Party (IP). For example, the IP which possesses the 

publishing company Kaynak Yayinevi, also publishes a monthly journal called Teori, in which events and actors in 

and outside of Turkey are analysed by leading party members and supporting left nationalist political scientists. In 

2010, the February edition was already devoted to the theme of the Dersim Incidents, in which the stringent 

necessity of the army operations against the local "counter revolutionary" clans and tribes was underlined to protect 

the "Kemalist Revolution". The details of the operations are shown with quotes of the book written by Resat Halli 

and republished by Kaynak Yayinevi ([Halli] 1992b). Teori supposes that the debate on Tunceli is started and led by 

Western imperialists and their mildly Islamist, liberal and separatist supporters in Turkey to put forward the 

transformation of the Kemalist republic in a very fragile federal mildly-Islamist statal institution (Gultekin 2010; 
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The debate on the Dersim Incidents is given an eyecatching place on the headlines of 

Aydinlik: The daily commented Erdogan's "apology" with the headline "HE SPEWED HIS 

HATE AGAINST THE REPUBLIC" ("CUMHURIYET'E KIN KUSTU"), while Dersim is 

regarded to be misused for the "total war against the [Kemalist; BG] republic" (Aydinlik, 

November 24, 2011, p. 1.). But the newspaper is also interested to inform Alevi citizens about 

sectarian prejudices of mildly Islamists like PM Erdogan and the preacher Fethullah Gulen who 

claim to be openminded towards religious minorities. As Tunceli-born CHP deputy Huseyin 

Aygun has started the anti-Kemalist Dersim debate in the daily Zaman which belongs to the 

mildly Islamist Fethullah Gulen movement, Aydinlik has quoted an anti-Alevi saying of the same 

preacher. Gulen is cited as saying that the people of Tunceli were atheists ("TUNCELILILER 

DINSIZDIR", Aydinlik, December 2011, p. 1). Aydinlik has published the promotion of the 

lawyers of the accuseds of the Sivas Massacre with the following headline in big letters: Erdogan 

"HAS LET THE LAWYERS OF THE BUTCHERS BE MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT" 

("KATLIAMCI AVUKATLARINI MILLETVEKILI YAPTI", Aydinlik, November 28, 2011, p. 1).  

In order to prevent PM Erdogan from gaining further Alevi support for his "apology", 

Aydinlik columnists like Mehmet Ali Guller, Mehmet Farac and Kurtul Altug write 

corresponding columns. Middle East expert Mehmet Ali Guller lists all sectarian massacres 

against the Alevis and emphasizes that the AKP has always protected the accuseds of the Sivas 

Massacre (Guller, November 25, 2011, p. 7). Mehmet Farac also supposes that the Tunceli 

debate has been started to further the De-Kemalisation of the main opposition party CHP from 

within. 

Furthermore, he criticizes the Kurdish Alevi author and CHP deputy Huseyin Aygun for 

being obsessed with the Dersim Incidents of the 30's, whereas the Sivas Massacre of the 90's has 

been reckless neglected (Farac, November 22, 2011, p. 9; March 9, 2012, p. 9). Furthermore, 

Alevi opinion leaders and association functionaries are cited who regard the current Dersim 

debate as an act to alienate Alevis from Ataturk (Aydinlik, December 6, 2011, p. 9). In order to 

stress the Alevi sympathy towards Ataturk, poems of famous Turkish Alevi poets like Asik 

Veysel, Davut Sulari, Kul Ahmet, Hasan Karabas, Asik Daimi, Asik Devrani, Asik Mihneti and 

Asik Mahzuni Serif have been published, in which the founder of the republic is glorified 

(Aydinlik, December 14, 22, 2011, p. 14). 

For example, the experienced journalist Kurtul Altug describes Ataturk as a revolutionary 

hero who "only" wanted to create a modern nation based on a western model, playing down the 

Kemalist authoritarianism (Altug, December 13, 2011, p. 3). Following Altug, the Dersim 

Incidents consist merely of the suppression of an uprising of local and feudal landlords. 

According to him, both the AKP government and the CHP opposition want to attack Ataturk in 

order to provide a breeding ground for civil war through disturbing the wounds of the past 

(Altug, November 26, 2011, p. 3). 

Contrary other newspapers Aydinlik focuses more on Kemal Kilicdaroglu's critical role in 

the Tunceli debate rather than the Tunceli Incidents itself or Erdogan's intention behind his 

                                                                                                                                                              

Yurtcicek 2010). However, the authors explicitly mention that "thousands of tribesmen (women, children and old 

people) were massacred in the streets" (Gultekin 2010: 50). While IP vice president Mehmet Bedri Gultekin 

supposes that the reason of these killings was deterrence (Gultekin 2010: 50), Bayram Yurtcicek, a member of the 

executive board of the party, puts forward that the cause for the killings was political. The Kemalist regime wanted 

"only" to destroy the "class enemy" of the "Revolutionary Republic". Therefore, the incidents cannot be defined as 

"genocide", because there were no ethnic, racial, national or religious motives. According to the Workers Party, the 

operations were politically necessary, although there were killings (Yurtcicek 2010: 42). 
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"apology". There are three reasons for Aydinlik's negative approach towards the CHP. Firstly, the 

Workers Party is more radical than the Republican People's Party, when it comes to the Kemalist 

ideology, and perceives the CHP as too soft-toned and therefore defenceless against Islamism, 

US influences and Kurdish separatism. CHP's soft opposition can be regarded as a policy of 

appeasement or betrayal. Following IP, everybody should more strongly defend Kemalism for 

the sake of the Turkish nation. Secondly, the splinter party IP regards the main oppositional party 

CHP as a political rival and attacks Kilicdaroglu because of electoral purposes. The Workers 

Party wants to attract Kemalists voters who are disappointed with Kilicdaroglu. Thirdly, The 

publishing house Kaynak Yayinevi and the monthly journal Teori which belong indirectly to the 

Workers Party have published many books and articles about the Kurdish Question, including 

Col. Resat Halli's monography ([Halli] 1992a,b], so, following the daily there seems to be no 

need for repetition and focus on history. So, the daily newspaper is limited to point at 

publications of Kaynak Yayinevi, including Soviet sources, claiming that the uprising was also 

provoked by France because of the Turkish-French dispute over the Hatay region (Gultekin, 

November 26, 2011, p. 14). 

IP president and chief columnist Dogu Perincek looks at the Tunceli Incidents and Erdogan's 

"apology" in the context of the "Kemalist Revolution" ("Kemalist Devrim") and therefore asks a 

rhetorical question, whether the revolutions and revolutionists apologise. According to him, any 

"apology" is a counter revolutionary act. Within the framework of this logic, Perincek says, 

Robespierre, Lenin, Abraham Lincoln and General Washington should also apologise for their 

revolutionary achievements (Perincek, November 23, 2011, p. 8). Needless to say, that both 

Perincek and the Workers Party define the Tunceli Incidents as the suppression of the counter 

revolutionary uprising of local feudal chieftains and landlords against Kemalism (Perincek, 

November 28, 2011, p. 8), while Resat Halli's much cited book is quoted to explain the cause and 

effect of the revolt ([Halli] 1992b). 

Perincek states that the 'imperialist, separatist and Islamist' "war has reached the Ataturk 

frontline" ("Savas Ataturk mevzisinde") (Perincek, November 25, 2011, p. 8). He perceives (the 

legacy of) Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, Ismet Inonu and Celal Bayar, who belonged to the leadership 

of the Turkish War of Independence and to the Kemalist Revolution in the single-party era 

(1919-1946/1950) as the "last stronghold of the Republic" ("Cumhuriyet'in son kalesi"). Any 

distorting criticism as "the butchers of Dersim" ("Dersim katliamcilari") would provide the 

ideological and psychological basis of legitimacy and acceptance of the anti-Kemalist structural 

and constitutional reforms in Turkey.  

According to Perincek, this is clearly the case in Erdogan's "apology". Following him, not 

only Kemal Ataturk and Ismet Inonu, but also Celal Bayar and Fevzi Cakmak should be 

defended by Kemalists. Even if Inonu's successor PM Celal Bayar and chief of staff Marshall 

Fevzi Cakmak who later became conservative politicians are harshly criticized by Alevis and 

Kemalists, everybody should also defend them because they constitute obstacles in the way of 

attacking Ataturk. According to Perincek, the "Islamist counter revolutionists" of the AKP have 

at first to eliminate these remaining obstacles in order to offend the founder of the Republic of 

Turkey (Perincek, November 27, 2011, p. 8). In this point of view, the Workers Party differs 

from other related Kemalists and pro-Turkish Alevis like Cemal Sener or Baki Oz who criticize 

Cakmak and Bayar for the Tunceli Incidents. 

Perincek also blames not only AKP president and PM Erdogan, the pro-American mildly-

Islamist preacher Fethullah Gulen, but also CHP leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu for intentionally 

gathering behind the purposeful De-Kemalisation of Turkey through the campaign of "coming to 

terms with the past". In contrast to nationalist Yenicag, Aydinlik accuses CHP leader Kilicdaroglu 
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of defending the idea of apology for so-called wrongdoings in the Kemalist era and perceives 

this in a meaningful context with Kilicdaroglu's founding membership in the pro-Western liberal 

foundation TESEV which is linked to the "imperialist" Soros Foundation (Perincek, November 

23, 2011, p. 8). So, Kilicdaroglu seems to be even more often criticized than PM Erdogan. 

In this sense, news coverage, columns and comprehensive reporting series attract attention 

of interest in which the tacit approval of CHP president Kemal Kilicdaroglu himself of the 

destructive criticism of Ataturk is explicitly put forward in a reporting series called "[t]he history 

of the Dersim campaign of the AKP and CHP" ("AKP ve CHP'nin Dersim kampanyasinin 

tarihcesi"): The CHP has already decided to apologise to the Kurds, Aydinlik says, at a workshop 

in Van in February 2011 (Aydinlik, November 28, 2011, p. 8). Following Aydinlik, it was none 

other than Kemal Kilicdaroglu who invited Huseyin Aygun to become a member of the party and 

CHP deputy in the last general elections in 2011. Although Aygun has been wellknown for his 

active Anti-Kemalist workings and writings about the so-called "Dersim Massacre" before, he 

has been promoted by Kilicdaroglu. 

Therefore it was foreseeable, Aydinlik says that Aygun would continue. So, long before his 

critical comment in the mildly-Islamist newspaper Zaman on November 10
th

, CHP deputy 

Huseyin Aygun is reported to submit a query about Dersim to the Turkish parliament without 

being punished by the CHP leadership already on September 14
th

, 2011 (Aydinlik, November 29, 

2011, p. 8). According to Aydinlik, both Aygun's comment, that Ataturk was aware of the so-

called "Dersim Massacre", which started intra-party tensions between Kemalists and liberals and 

Erdogan's "apology" are linked together on purpose and coordinated. As a result, both the AKP 

government and the liberal leadership of the (post-Kemalist) CHP are involved in a political 

conspiracy, after which a destructive and fictitious debate has been driven in order to destroy 

Ataturk's legacy (Aydinlik, November 27-29, 2011, p. 8). 

Aydinlik publishes reports on the increasing "destructive" influence of leftist liberals to the 

disadvantage of the Kemalist hardliners within the party (Erdem, December 2011, p. 9). 

Kemalist CHP members like Onur Oymen or Nur Serter who belong to the internal party 

opposition are quoted that the current leadership wants them to respect the idea that Ataturk was 

a "perpetrator of genocide" (Serter, November 28, 2011, p. 8). 

Headlines harshly criticizing Kilicdaroglu's demand for the opening of the archives and his 

statement "Finding out, what happened in Dersim is my private hobby" suggest that CHP leader 

Kemal Kilicdaroglu is neither able nor willing to defend Ataturk as it is required for the leader of 

the CHP (Aydinlik, November 25, 2011, p. 1; December 12, 2011, p.1)
15

. 

Other Kemalist opinion leaders and association functionaries outside the Workers Party like 

Ataturkcu Dusunce Dernegi (ADD) president Tansel Colasan are quoted to underline Aydinlik's 

point of view that PM Erdogan tries to destroy Ataturk's legacy as the last stronghold of the 

secularist and unitary Republic of Turkey (Aydinlik, November 27, 2011, p. 8). Furthermore, 

even the imprisoned PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan is indirectly cited to support Aydinlik's 

definition of the Dersim Incidents. Ocalan's says in his interrogation by the Turkish army, the 

Tunceli Incidents are a revolt of local landlords worried about losing their privileges because of 

the Kemalist Republic and therefore cannot be regarded as an ethnic uprising (Ugur, December 

1, 2011, p. 7). 

Aydinlik quotes mainly Kemalists criticizing the AKP government and the CHP leadership, 

while statements of liberal or pro-government analysts remain ignored. While Aydinlik focuses 

                                                 
15 The Kemalist opposition within the CHP is reported to ask Kilicdaroglu whether to write books on the history of 

Dersim or to act as a sincere leader of the Republican People's Party (Aydinlik, December 23, 2011, p. 6). 
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on the "separatist intentions" of the "apology", Kilicdaroglu's approach towards Dersim and on 

the feudal reasons of the uprising against the revolutionary republic, neither the humanitarian 

dimension of the suppression nor the process of coming to terms with the past are mentioned. 

While Star and Yeni Safak give local eyewitness reports of the operations an appropriate position 

in their order of priorities, Aydinlik publishes just like Yenicag only state-centered reports on the 

incidents, including Soviet sources. In contrast to Alevi Kemalists, Celal Bayar and Fevzi 

Cakmak are to be protected from criticisim. Sociological apology theories which are used by 

pro-government or pro-Kurdish media do not belong to the terms of speech of Aydinlik. 

The Kurdish-nationalist Ozgur Gundem and Dersim 

The daily newspaper Ozgur Gundem ("Free Agenda") displays a Pan-Kurdish-natonalist 

approach and is considered as the medium of the separatist organisation PKK, which tries to 

found an ethnically Kurdish state in Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Syria by using terrorist means. 

Events, subjects and issues published in Ozgur Gundem are judged within an ethnically 

nationalist frame of reference: Both the Turkish government and opposition parties are assessed 

according to their attitudes towards Kurds in general, the PKK and its political wings Peace and 

Democracy Party (Baris ve Demokrasi Partisi, BDP) and the urban organisation KCK 

(Kurdistan Topluluklar Birligi, Union of the communities of Kurdistan, Koma Ciwaken 

Kurdistan). Ozgur Gundem has been supporting the PKK leadership and its political arm since 

its foundation in 1992, whereas Turkish governments or oppositional parties, Islamists, 

conservatives, (Kemalist) social democrats and Turkish nationalists, state institutions and other 

political actors face harsh criticism.  

Ozgur Gundem has been released daily since 1992, during which its name has changed 

several times due to trials for supporting PKK terrorism and separatism, whereby many of its 

journalists have been killed within the counter-insurgency warfare: Ozgur Gundem ("Free 

Agenda"), Ozgur Ulke ("Free Country"), Yeni Ulke ("New Country"), Ozgur Politika ("Free 

Politics, Polity and Policy") are some examples. 

Ozgur Gundem gives much attention in its reporting on the Dersim issue, even before the 

"apology" of PM Erdogan. When it comes to the Tunceli Incidents, the events occurred in 

1937/1938 are explicitly defined within an ethnic frame as a "Dersim Genocide" ("Dersim 

Soykirimi"), "Kurdish Genocide in Dersim" or "Genocide on Dersim Kurds" ("Dersim Kurt 

Soykirimi") while feudal factors are ignored (Bayram, November 21,28, 2011; Keskin, December 

6, 2011) .  

Both "rebellion" and "massacre" are explicitly refused as misleading terms. For example 

Adil Bayram argues that the terms "rebellion" or "revolt" ("isyan") are used by so-called Turkish 

perpetrators to provide a legitimizing basis for the "genocide". Following him, the term 

"massacre" ("katliam") is also misused to downplay the scope of the "killings" (Bayram, 

November 21, 2011). The Dersim rebellion is according to him an act of Kurdish self-defence 

against the "annihilation" by the Turkish army and state.  

The dominance of the ethnic-nationalist frame is striking, because Ozgur Gundem puts the 

ethnic origin of Dersim at the first place. The journalists and authors do indeed mention the 

Alevi belief of the Dersimi as one reason for the military operations, but give the Kurdishness of 

the residents of Tunceli more importance than the sectarian root, whereby the Zaza origin of the 

Dersimi is widely ignored and implicitly viewed only as a subgroup of the Kurds (Sarisozen, 

November, 21, 2011; Akar, December 5, 2011; Bayram, November 28, 2011; Cetin, December 

13, 2011). Furthermore, there are indications of rivalry between the Kurdish and the Alevi victim 
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discourses: Pro-Kurdish analyst Mesut Ozcan is presented as an expert, criticizing the claims of 

some (Kurdish-) Alevi associations that the "Kurdish mass murder [in Dersim; BG] was [indeed; 

BG] an Alevi massacre" (Cetin, December 14, 2011). 

The reports on the Dersim issue show some examples on the Kurdish triumph and trauma, 

whereby Kurds are regarded as victims of Turkish aggression and as people trying to defend 

themselves. As a result, reports on both mass killings and protests and trials are presented. While 

Kurds suffered in the past, they start to trial against their historical enemies, the newspaper 

implies.  

So, many interviews with supposed eyewitnesses and survivors of the "Dersim killings" are 

published by the daily and consist of reports on the suicides of women in order to prevent from 

being raped by soldiers, on babies killed by bayonets and on mass executions. For example, 

Huseyin Gul reports that he was injured seriously because he was shot at his mouth during a 

mass execution as he was a child in 1938 (Cetin, December 13, 2011). Besides the Dersim 

trauma, examples of Kurdish victories are also presented in Ozgur Gundem, Kurdish lawyer 

Erdal Dogan has been reported to start an international trial against Turkey in the International 

Criminal Court in The Hague because of the "Dersim killings" after the successful conferences 

on Dersim at the EU-level (Celebi, December 14, 2011). 

Following Ozgur Gundem, the so-called genocide has already started with the chains of 

reports on the Kurdish-populated area in South-Eastern Turkey in 1926 after the suppression of a 

Sunni Kurdish Shaikh Sait Revolt (1925) After these reports the Tunceli Law and the Law for 

Resettlement passed by the Kemalist government (Bayram, November 21,28, 2011; Genc, 

November 22, 2011; Akar, December 5, 2011). The daily newspaper puts forward that the 

Turkish Army started a "planned operation of repression and annihilation". It is argued, that 70.-

80.000 people were killed and forcibly relocated. Bayram moves a step further and puts forward 

that the so-called Dersim Genocide was planned and carried out in a better "organized way than 

the Armenian Gernocide" (Bayram, November 21, 2011). Genc argues that the killings started 

with the operations against another Kurdish tribe in 1926 and Dersim has always been regarded 

as a "thorn in the flesh" by the Kemalist state, so that the Tunceli Incidents are a result of a "13-

years old policy of genocide" (Genc, November 22, 2011). The reports deal on the definition of 

the situation in the Eastern and South-Eastern parts of Turkey and the possible steps of the 

solution of the Kurdish Question.  

The Kemalists are hold responsible for the so-called Dersim Genocide and Ataturk's name is 

mentioned at the first place on a black list before Ismet Inonu (PM till 1938; President since 

1945), Celal Bayar (PM since 1938) and Fevzi Cakmak (Chief-of-Staff) (Genc, November 22, 

2011). Ataturk's successor Ismet Inonu seems to get more attention as committer of the so-called 

genocide. For example Huseyin Akar puts forward that it was Inonu, who suggested the 

assimilation and relocation of the Kurds in his own "Kurdish Report". This report is regarded as 

a masterplan for the operations in 1937/1938. The Tunceli Law was passed as he was PM. Akar 

defines the era of the "National Leader" ("Milli Sef") Ismet Inonu as the "era of assimilation, 

deportation by pressure and force and direct annihilation of Non-Turks and Non-Sunnis" (Akar, 

December 5, 2011), whereby Ataturk remains unmentioned. He accuses explicitly Ataturk's 

successor Ismet Inonu for using former radical members of the Young Turk Committee For 

Union and Progress (CUP, Ittihat ve Terakki Cemiyeti, ITC), who are blamed for the so-called 

"Armenian Genocide", to perform the "Dersim Massacre".  

A prosecutor of that time, stating his own dilemma and situation of cross-pressure is quoted 

after which Ataturk wanted to grant amnesty to the Dersimi in contrast to Ismet Inonu (Akar, 

December 5, 2011). Interviews with supposed survivors of the military operations and their 
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descendants put forward that these Dersimi were rescued just moments before the mass 

executions due the order of Ataturk to "stop the killings" (Cetin, December 12, 2011) 

The Turkish "apology" debate is regarded as a political polemic between the CHP and the 

AKP for electoral purposes. The only advantage of the "apology" of PM Erodgan is the fact that 

the forgetful Turkish public has noticed, that something happened in Dersim in 1938 (Cetin, 

December 12, 2011).  

Both Erdogan and Kilicdaroglu face harsh criticism. Contrary Aydinlik, they are not 

criticized for "facing the past", but for remaining pro-Turkish. CHP leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu, 

who is Tunceli-born, is criticized for being assimilated by the Turks and for committing betrayal 

through his leadership of the Republican People's Party, even if he lost 40 relatives during the 

operations in 1937/1938 (Yerkan, November 18, 2011). Erdogan's "apology" is regarded 

insincere and the recent policy of the AKP is compared with the CHP's policy in 1938.  

In Kurdish points of view the dispute between the AKP and the CHP is meaningless, 

because Ozgur Gundem defines it as a discussion between genocidal perpetrators of the past and 

the present, because both the government and the main opposition party are regarded as having 

an anti-Kurdish attitude towards Kurds and Dersim, the daily says. While the CHP is against 

Dersim because of its Kurdishness, the AKP does not like the area because of the non-Sunni 

Alevi belief of its residents: "The secularist pro-Turkish CHP has walked through a bloody path 

to destroy Dersim's Kurdish Identity as the ... AKP has walked at the scale through a purulent 

path to destroy the Alevi belief of Dersim." (Sarioglu, November 27, 2011). Adil Bayram 

implies that the AKP focuses on Dersim to make them forget the current army and police 

operations against the PKK and KCK (Bayram, November 21, 2011). According to Huseyin 

Ayrilmaz, Erdogan's "apology" is only a strategic tool to drive his rival Kilicdaroglu into a 

corner and to get even with the anti-Islamist Kemalists (Cetin, December 12, 2011).  

Erdogan's "apology" is regarded as insincere, because a serious one is the last step of facing 

the truth. But an apology without internalisation and acceptance of the moral responsibility for 

the "genocide" by each Turk is worse and "unserious", especially the AKP government has 

banned many documentaries on Dersim (Sarioglu, November 27, 2011). Erdogan is accused for 

committing a policy of "[f]orgetting through [brief and false; BG] remembering and reminding 

others". Bubul criticizes Erdogan for forgetting other massacres in Sivas, Gazi, Corum and 

Malatya (Bulbul, November 30, 2011) to show that a serious apology would lead to a real 

coming to terms with other historical killings. Following Kurdish human rights activist Eren 

Keskin, PM Erdogan's "apology" does not show his real worldview, because every apology 

without apologising the "Armenian Genocide" "remains a lie" (Keskin, December 6, 2011). 

Ozgur Gundem's news coverage on a protest of roughly 1500-2000 "Dersim Kurds", local 

and regional BDP politicians and survivors shows the lack of acceptance of the "apology" by 

some residents of Tunceli. Instead, the protesters call for a real apology after the model of Willy 

Brandt, who kneed before the Holocaust Memorial in Poland. Kenan Cetin, mayor of Pertek, has 

read the manifest of the protesters: "We want the Prime Minister to go down on his knees and 

apologise before the monument of Seyid Riza." (Cetin, December 14, 2011). Furthermore, 

former mayor Veli Aytac wants the Turkish government to stop all operations against the PKK 

and to solve the Kurdish Question as signs of a real apology.  

Conclusion 

The Turkish debate on the Dersim Incidents dominated the news in Turkey in November and 

December 2011. The discussion over the characteristics of the revolt and the possible 
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involvement of the founding fathers of the republic in Dersim found place within the discourse 

of coming to terms with the past and within Turkish approaches about ends-related political 

thinking. The AKP government has used the current debate within the main oppositional party 

with the usage of technical terms of speech of current apology theories about facingthe past for 

electoral purposes and for gaining support for the upcoming constitutional reforms even from 

oppositional Alevis. Because of the long tradition of sectarian discrimination of Alevis by Sunni 

mildly Islamists, Erdogan's "apology" for the Dersim Incidents is regarded as insincere and 

seems to be politically motivated.  

Pro-government newspapers like Star and Yeni Safak describing the revolt as a massacre 

praise PM Erdogan for his act as a step towards democracy, call for Alevi support for further 

governmental reforms, blame the Kemalists and the current CHP leadership to be Anti-Alevi-

minded. 

Kurdish nationalist Ozgur Gundem newspaper instead defines the historical events in 

Dersim as a well-planned ethnically and sectarian motivated genocide in the Kemalist era, but 

criticizes Erdogan to be also Anti-Kurdish and not sincere enough and calls for further steps in 

coming to terms with the past. Dersim-born CHP leader Kilicdaroglu is also criticized to be 

assimilated by the Turkish state. So, both the government and the main oppositional party are to 

be blamed for committing genocides.  

Both pro-government and Pro-Kurdish newspapers publish eyewitness reports on the 

incidents in order to show them as a "massacre" or even as "genocide". 

Both the Turkish nationalist Yenicag and the Kemalist Aydinlik newspapers define the 

historical incidents as a legitimate suppression of a revolt of backward-looking local chieftains, 

while civilian death tolls are ignored or implied as collateral damage. Eyewitness reports of 

survivors are widely ignored. Both newspapers regard the debate to be initiated by the 

government in order to serve Pro-Kurdish interwsts to destroy the Kemalist legacy and unitary 

structure of Turkey, whereas the "apology" is viewed as an act to deceive the Alevi votership.  

Contrary Yenicag, Aydinlik criticizes the CHP leader Kilicdaroglu to be too soft-toned 

against Anti-Kemalist trends within the party or to be secretly cooperating with PM Erdogan in 

the structural deformation of Turkey.  

Moreover, the Kemalist newspaper not only defends President Ataturk and his successor 

Inonu, but also other Kemalist leaders like Celal Bayar or chief-of-staff Fevzi Cakmak. The last-

mentioned political actors who turned out to be conservatives are regarded as the actual 

perpetrators of the attacks on civilians in Dersim in the eyes of Alevis. 

Alevis mainly do not hold Ataturk for responsible for the civil casualties, because they 

regard him to be seriously ill during the operations in Tunceli, which is defined as a feudal revolt 

which later turned out to be a massacre after the suppression. The same holds for Inonu, but in 

the collective memory of Alevis the conservative politicians Bayar and Cakmak have to be 

accused of mass muder, whereas the Kemalist approach is partially approved. As they are 

discriminated by the Sunni-dominated AKP-government and Ataturk's secularism has protected 

them against Islamists, they distrust PM Erdogan and his single-ruling party. 
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